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Imagine for a moment what it contemplates. The taking of families from
the squalor and filth of a tenement
street, with a large family living in tw··

♦·
Hour»-* to 13-1 to

r.

Impractical.

SMITH.
Attorney at Law.

and placing them on the ground
door of a commodious bou*e, with pure
s IRVTAT.
air, green tielde aud an abundance of
Collection» * Specialty ,a
milk and vegetables in eight. What
Sir,# c
; more :-ould be desired? This to be acA PAKE.
complished by the forming ofasyndi•
eate of wealthy men, which should buy
Attorneys at Law,
up large tracts of laod, thus preventing
haine.
Erraïi.,
their being turned into game preserve*
Parx
C.
EUary
'and making it possible for families in
AJ!l»c Κ Herrlck.
the congested portions of our great
I
r w KOl'NOS,
! cities to become useful citizens. A
splendid idea! I do not know that it
could be improved upon. 1 am not surDentist,
i prised that men haviDg no practical exNORWAY, ME.
Block,
a + a\
! perieoce iu agriculture should be car·
Hi
1
There is just ono
ilt r ried away with it.
to 12—1 to3.
4 #U
serious objection to it, however—it canother
not be applied.
In
words, it is
An idea ti.at is not prac, not practical.
I tical is of very little use.
There are many things that a laboring
Me.
\!
in
St.,
;.·.
Norway,
man can engage in that an experience ot
; from a week to a month will make him
ι expert enough to command the highest
w.tge connected with it—uot as a fore
Not so in agn
man, but as a helper.
culture. It takes years of experience,
and men of exceptional ability, to be
c>rae expert enough along this line t<·
and educate a family and at th>·
Leai ' support
of Pipe
same time increase the
A Κ
fertility of the
iaud. The unoccupied farms were largeand Iron.
ly in possession of men with many years'
Ttlcphon· 1]|·Ι1.
practical experience as farmers, yet the>
failed to do the desirable things I have
indicated—that is, to support and edu
J WALDO
cate their families and maintain the fertility of the soil. This is the reas >u the
farm* are abandoned
Speakiug iu a
general way, it men of experience have
we
what
to
are
failed,
expect from those
Tims!· Street, rear Maionic Block,
without
rooms,
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There appears to be a notion with
many that a poor, run-down farm can be
put on a paying basis in two or three
years with proper management. But
this is a life work. The writer's farm
has been in the family for more than
100 year», and no one in charge during
all these years failed to have the betterment of it in mind; yet it is far from being brought up to its full producing
capacity. On the other hand, a fertile
soil will bear the worst kind of treatment for many years and not be seriously injured. The hardest treatment any
soil can have is through cultivation, no
fertility returned, and everything growu
sold. The outcome of this kind of agriculture must be abandoned farms. All
those who are induced to try their hand
with one of these abandoned farms as a
support for their families, and fail, will
return to the city bringing an evil report
with them, thus injuring the cause they
I cannot
were supposed to advance.
emphasize too strongly the importance
of practical experience in making agriculture successful.
There are only two classes to whom 1
can heartily recommend the abandoned
farm. Those with practical experience
and an inborn likiug for the soil and all
that pertains to it, and those who have
plenty of ideas and money to c irreepond,
who, in case their ideas fail to bring
forth the results desired, will not be
seriously injured. If not able to show
how it should be doue, they can show
how not to do it, which often is fully as
important. Many times in conversation
with men of means, who thought they
would enjoy agriculture, I have noted
that they had a number of up-to-date
notions about it which my practical experience taught me were, if tried, almost
I did not try to dissure to miscarry.
courage them in the least, for the reason
that the carrying out of their plans
would give employment to those in need
of it, which I look upon as oae form of
practical charity, and the experiences of
the theorist would cost them no more
than it would be worth, as they do not
feel the need of other people's experi-

CY WfflTTAKERS
PUCE

Orchard Income.
Dozens of times in the past few moothi
we have been uked how muoh a mai
ought to make from an acre of appli

trees.
It is a mean question to answer
On the face of it the question looks fair
There are 35 trees on the ordinary acr<
of apple orchard; or if there are more 01
fewer we know the fact. The averag*
yield of an apple tree is pretty wel
known. It may be «et at five busheli
per tree for miscellaneous orchard*
The average price for fruit is also fairlj
well kuown. It is approximately $2 *
barrel—possibly a trifle less. This ougb'
to figure out, say, $110 an acre averag»
income. It is easy, of course, to reckor
from individual trees and make figure<
much larger. Only recently a veracious
tnau told us of selling ten barrels iron
one tree at 12.50 a barrel, or 925 for tb«
di
crop. If a whole acre of trees would
as well as that, it would count up t<:
$875. And then there are the beautlfu
real estate advertisements from western
fruit-growing regions showing affidavits
fac-simile checks and other indubitable
evidence to prove that it

By JOSEPH C. LINCOLN
Copyright. 1908. by

natural. My dod called

ΠΑΤ evening when Asaph and
Bailey, coming for their usual
tall, peeped in at the window
they were astounded by the

tableau in the Whittaker sitting room.
Captain Cy was seated in the rocking

get

BY

^y

and appeured embarrassed.
"Hello, boys.'" he said. "Glad to see
you. Come right in. Clearin' off fine,
ain't it?"
—we didn't know you had com"We been
pany. Whit." said Asaph.

up to Simulons", and Alpheus said you
was thiu and peaked and looked sick.
Said you bought sass'p'rllla and all
He was afraid you
kind of truck.
had fever and was out of your li»»j:d.
crulsln' round in the rain with no umThe gang weren't talkin" of
brella.

nothin' else, so me and Bailey thought
we'd come rlpht down."
"That's kind of you, I'm sure. Take
your things off and set down. No; I'm
sorry to disappoint Smalley and the
rest, but I'm able to be up and—or—
make my own bed, thank you. So Alpheus thought I looked thin, hey?
V\ ell, if I had to live ou that soup he
sold me I'd be thluner'n I am now.
You tell him that cunued hot water is

all right if you like it, but it seems a
It only
shame to put mud in it.
changes the color and don't help the
taste."
Mr. Bangs, who was still staring at

now ventured a remark.
"Is that a relation of yours. Cy?" be
asked.

Emily,

1 bat? OhI Well, no, not exactlv.
And j et I don't know but she is. FelCan't
lers. this Is Emmie Thomas.
you shake hands, Emmie?"
The child rose, laid down the magazine. which was opened at the colored
picture of a group of ladies in crino-

line and chignons, and, going acroes
the room, extended a hand to Mr Tld-

dltt.

"Why—«r—how d'ye do? I'm pretty
smart, thank you. How's yourself?"*
I m better now. I guess the sass'parilla was good for me."
"
'Twan't the sase'p'rilla," observed
the captain with conviction. "'Twas
Ma always
the 'Arabian balsam.'
cured me with it, and there's nothin'
finer."
"But what in time"— began Bailey.
Captain Cy glanced at the child and
then at the clock.

Don t you think you'd better turn
in now, Emmie?" he said hastily, cut-

ting

land
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growth.—Coburn

off the remainder of the Bangs
"It's after 8, and when I was

query.

HWDLEK,

Other

grand-

another chair. The room looked more
homelike fhan it had sinre its owner
returned to it.
The friends entered without knocklooked up. saw them
ing. Captain

Wanted.

tSfiur*-o

his

tattered magazine, a Godey's Lady's
Book. A pile of these magazines was
beside her on the floor. The captain
looking over her
was smiling and
■shoulder. The cat was curled up in

RICHARDS.

tatting, Sawing

been

say meeting was a good thing
for those that ueeded It."
"Think 1 ueed It. do you?" asked tbe
captain, who in shirt sleeves und slipa quiet forepers had prepared for
noon with his pipe and the Boston

At his feet, on the walnut
cricket with a haircloth top, sat a
little girl turning over the leaves of a

ence.

Worli

had

and Captain Cy go to church.
"Mother and I always went at
borne." she said. "And Auntie Oliver

father's.

for $10 than he can get in Chicago for
$1,000,000. And where there is no sign
In conclusion, I may nay that there that reads, "Keep off the grass."—
S.
are few who succeed in any department Richard H. Wood in Tribune Farmer.
of life, and fewer in agriculture than in
MAINE
SOUTH PARIS.
any other, for the reason that the long
The Pretty Hog.
experience necessary to success is possible to few. After tifty years practical
The bog is the most plastic of «11 farm
experience as a farmer, bow much there animals. In hie wild state be is of un·
«till is that I do not know about agricul- flinching garaeness, an intrepid fighter,
Flrat < I··· Far· fl.OO each way.
ture! New problems confront me every fleet as a race-horse, and almost as cun^teaniéhipeGOV. DINGLEY and BAY year. ! am in doubt what to do in re- ning as a fox. Our ancestors transformSTATE leave Kranklin Wharf, Port gard to them. I feel that it is only pas: ed him into a domestic animal, and
*0'i week day· at 7 P. M.
experience that keeps the large family, adapted him to their use by breeding,
dependent on the farm for support, from selection and feeding. The intelligent
Rcturnliic
starvation. But with this experience 1 breeder can make from an animal so
tinan plastic about what he please·, and the
Leave
eattal Wharf, Boston, weel can report good average progress
ciallv and otherwise. I should consider farmers have a right to demand that
day» at" p. m.
a
with
a man one of unusual ability,
usefulness be the aim of every breeder
Through ticketa on aale at principa family, and no practical experience, who, and the reason for every purchase. All
rsilroad stations.
placed on one of the best so-called aban- admire a good-looking hog, and there is
J. F. LI SCO MB, General A*ent,
doned farms, rent free for five years, no reason why good looks should not go
Portland, Me.
could maintain his family and leave the with the highest usefulness, but neithei
farm at the expiration of the time in as good looks nor fancy breeding should
good condition as he found it. This stand for a moment in the way of the
would imply some improvements, as there bog that combines vigor of constitution,
would be deterioration in many respects. growtbinese, and reasonably early maThis may not be a rosy view. But 1 turity, with a form pleasing to the eye
S»<!rybck1y to save their HAGS, RUB
wish to emphasize the fact that prac of either breeder or farmer. When we
Mai
3ERS AND METALS for me.
tical experience in agriculture counts for come to the final test of beauty, "pretty
order» ;
-liptly attended to. I alao bu; more than in any other calling. With- is as pretty does." The prettiest hog,
NORMAN N. KLAIN,
Poultry.
out it, and nothing to rely on but the after all, is the one that is most profit
farm, failure is almost sure to follow. able; the one that makes the most anc
Box 817, Norway, Maine.
&lyr.
With it, no calling offers a greater op- best pounds of gain from a hundred
portunity for the real enjoyment of life. Dounds of the most inexpensive dry mat
Our aim should not be so much to in- ter; the one that makes the largest conE. \Y. C
duce people to leave the city and come tribution toward providing for the fam
to the country to live as to retain those ily necessities; toward meeting the inhave in the country. The great terest on the mortgage, and to paying
we
trouble with most people is that they are the mortgage itself; for the addition t(
lw.: f-jrnleh IXJOBW and WINDOWS Οt an
not making the best of the opportunities the house, the new carpet, the piano 01
>U· or Style *i r«aeonable price·.
No one organ, the new dresses for the girls, 01
over which they have control.
in this free country, where every one for their education at school. If the
has the opportunity to try for the best breeders of any breed depart from thii
foi
things, with health and youth needs any practical hog they make a mistake,
In »ui of any kind of Vtalafc for Inalde «
one'· sympathy—I may say, does nor sooner or later the oommon-sense farme;
Jf
the common-sense hog
Juuke work, «end In your order·. Pine Lun
deserve it. It would be casting out will demand
■**
or
iûiajtie· on hand Cheap for Caeh.
foi ;
pearls before swine to offer it. CityThe waiving any preference he may have
(
fanciful.
Coburn'i
them.
same
to
the
all
merely
points
country is
be is "Swine In America."
and Job
only place they do not care to
where the; are, not realizing the force
Matched Pine Sheathing tor Sale.
of the old adage—"A rolling stone
Here is another feather for the cap ο
gathers no moss."—Jared Van Wagenen, the New England farmer. The sweep
fc. W. ( I1WULER,
Sr., in Country Oentleman.
stake prize for flint corn has been award
*«* Sumner,
....
ed at the National Corn Show at Colum
Best Age of Brood Sows.
bus, O., recently, to a sample raised ii ι
while the first and secom I
An investigation at the Iowa Station Berwick, Me.,
the age of prize samples in the world class for earl;
>
to discover the influence of
their prolificacy and the sweet corn were from Cumberland Cen
sows upon
they pro· tre and Mechanic Fall·, Me., respective
weight and growth of pigs results.
It ly. Latterly, some of the Eastern agri
Ν duced gave some interesting
that fifteen cultural newspapers have been oballeng
was found, for example,
to compete with the Eas
or nine month· av- ing the West
sows bred at eight
of corn upon a fixed acreagc
14 sowi in
eraged 7 2 3 pigs per litter, while9 3-5 pig* andgrowth
the West does not appear as yet t t
about 24 months old averaged
THE FACE.
There is possibl f
sows averaged 10 3-5 accept the challenge.
and
aged
per litter,
B
the younger sowi no better corn land in the world than tb
from
Pig·
litter.
Takes the Plact I· per
hillsides and valleys of New England •
an average 2.39 pound· pel
on
weighed
Tortc lente· are the beet.
where the red men r.nd their white auc
hwi 2.63,
pig; from the two-year-old
Jr*»*· HI other· at re·» ;
have for centurie· grown the bee
OPTOMETRIST P_\ KMKNTEK will St from aged sows 2.61 pounds. Whet cessors
And better yiel j
them right
week· old, the pigs from th« of the flint varieties.
six
about
«xne to him day or
than the paat has shown, can, with in
night.
bow· made an average dally gsir
««re you to *ult
young
In thi ι
{H™
the pig· from thi tensive culture, be produced
1111t!* eyegiiu· that's a bule.
of 0 32 ponnd, while
Cm_
section of the Unite I
eastern-moat
0.40
*·· *«r«. do It
pound
eow·
gained
now.
NORWAY. M
two-year-old
1
States.—Boston Herald.
on the gain of th«
So data are gi*eo
In an
Stated
bow·.
pig· from the aged found that the two
When a apell of bad weather oomei ,t
other way, it was
24
per cen
sow· farrowed
look out for lioe. They multiply fat t
year-old
whll<
15 years expert Watc
the young sow·,
when hen· and chick· have to be cot
more pig· than
30 per cent more fined to their coop· much of the tlmi >.
maker with
the old sow· farrowed
two
the
from
pig·
These peata will soon reduce the vitalit 1
Kennard 4Co., Boato n. The weight of thenine
create
per cent
of the liveliest chick ever hatched, s 0
year-old eow· was
while th<
eow·,
that It will be in good oondltioa to tpk 1
than that of the young
old mwi were 12 pe gape· or tome other ailment.
All Work
pigs from the
ww.
the
young
from
cent larger than
bo
Guaranteed.
The pigs from the two-year-old
Here la the formula for treating ae· ®
Soak tb •
made a more rapid gain
26
to
pe r potatoes to prevent aeab:
A little out of the w ^
amounting
the yonng eow·,
whole seed for two hours In a mixta!
the older eow
Inetanc·
each
but it pays to walk.
oent. In
r of one-half pint of formalin (formaldi y
litter·
farrowed more pig· Per
mede th » hyde) and fifteea gallon· of oold wate
ATCHB9, CLOCI Λ nln at birth, and their pig· · Swln 11 dry
the Med, oat and plan! la groux d
D JBWELBT.
most rapid
■ that h— ** rmaHy grown potato—.
ia la Amsrlna."
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which

chair

[low would some of the Tribune
Farmer folks that are weary of farm life
like to pay the following figures for the
necessities of life. Potatoes, 25 cents a
peck; butter, 50 cents a pound; eggs, 40
cents a dozen; beans, 10 cents a pound;
cabbage, S cents a pound (that means
from 30 to TO cents for a very common
cabbage); turnips, 5 cents a pound, and
milk S to 10 cents a quart. Doctor bills
from twice to ten times what yoa pay in
the country.
Drugs about twice as
much as at your local drug store. House
rent, for close, small rooms, without
either back yard or front yard and
several miles from the store, shop or
office, from $30 to $100 a month. I am
not talking about those fine mansions
It will cost you
you see or read about
from $5,000 to $50,000 a year for one of
them. Yes, you can pay more if you
choose. And no matter where you rent
in the city or how cheaply, you will have
car fare to pay every time you go about.
No room for plants or flowers. No place
for cats, dogs or children. If you want
to keep a horse, add from $10 to $40 a
month to your rent. You must pay $2 a
bale for hay, and whenever you neglect
to clean up around your barn look out
for a health officer with a big stick. If
you wish you can hire your horse boarded for $7 to $10 a week. And even if
you do have lectures and theatres you
pay for them.
Every time you turn around in the
city you pay some one a nickel. I guess
some of you do get tired of the farm.
But I more than guess that you would
I
soon get very tired of the big city.
It is well enough
uever liked the city.
for
for a week, but after that one longs
fresh air and natural life. And what a
lonesome place is a big city! Pigs,
calves and chickens are pretty good company, after all. I know one old man
who is looking ahead to the time when
again he can smell the pine laden air of
more

called almost euything so long as she
wus permitted to stay with ber new
frleud.
Already tbe bos'n had taken
charge of the deck and the rest of tbe
ship's company. Captain Cy uud Lonesome, tbe eat. obeyed her orders.
On tbe second Sunday morning after
her arrival Bos'n suggested that she

CHAPTER VII.

City Living.

can

Bos'n when

Emily accepted tbe title complacently. She was quite contented to be

documentary

Michigan, where he

me

Co

1 was little."

that country people make $1500 an acre
The fact is, of course, that the raoge ol
incomes is very wide, a few remarkable
grower*, in whom good luck and good
management fortuitously combine, making big figures, while other orchardist»
in the same neighborhood make a deficit.
According to the figures of Prof. Cum
tilings for Niagara County, X. Y., ther*
are only five per cent of the men in tha'
section who average less than $25 an
acre gross annual income from their
apple trees. In the same region there
are about half as
many growers who
average around $350 an acre each year
The general average for all orchards in
Niagara County appears to be $109 an
acre; but this computation includes hundreds of acres of worthless and utterly
neglected orchards which ought not to
be considered for a moment in judging
the business of apple growing. If we
could follow the obviously fair plan of
figuring only those orchards which have
reasonable care, the average income
would be well over $150 and might reach
$200 an acre. Even at the low figure of
*109 an acre, the business shows a good
margin of profit. It can be safely aesuined that in these miscellaneous orchards the average annual expenses
are considerably under $50 an acre, s>>
that the profits would certainly be well
over $50 an acre, or a five per cent interest on a valuation of $1000.—Country
Gentleman.
Cost of

App!eton 6

D.

little I was abed afore that."

Emily obediently turned, gathered up
the Lady's Books and replaced them

in the closet.

Then she went to the

βηΛ

Λβη,Λ

ΚολΙτ

η

band lamp.

."Good night," she said, addressing
Then, coming close to
the captain, she put her face up for α

the visitors.
kiss.

told Asaph afterward,
blushed until the ends of
the red lapped over at the nape of his
neck.
However, he bent and kissed
the rosy lips and then quickly brushed
bis own with his hand.
"Yes, yes." he stammered. "Well—
As

Bailey

Captain Cy

Pleasant dreams to
er—good uight.
you. See you In the mornln'."
The girl paused at the chamber door.

"You wou't have to unbutton my waist
now." she said. "This is my other one,
ami it ain't that kind."
The door closed. The captain, without looklug at his friends, led the way
to the diulng room.
"t'ome on out here," he whispered.
"We can talk better here."
Naturally they wanted to know all
about the girl, who she was and where
she came from.
Captain Cy told as
much of the history of the afTair as he

thought neceseury.

"I'oor young one!" he concluded.
"She landed on me In the rain, soppln"
wet and ha'f sick. I couldn't turn her
Course it's
out then—nobody could.
nn cverlastln' outrage on me and the
cheekiest thing I ever heard of. But
what could I do? I was fixed a good
deal like an English feller by the name
of Gntenby that I used to know Id
South America. He woke up In the
middle of the night and found a boa
constrictor curled on the foot of his
bed. Next day! when a crowd of ue
happened In, there was Gatenby, white
as a sheet, starln' down at the snukc
Ί didn't Invite
and It sound asleep.
him,' he says, 'but he looked so bloom
In' comftable I 'adn't the 'eart to dis
turb 'lm.' Same way with me The
child seemed so comftable here I ain't
had the heart to disturb her—yet"
"But she said she was goln* to stay,'
put In Bailey. "You ain't goln' to keet
her, ure you?"
The captain's lnùlgnatlon was in
tense.
"Who! Me?" he snorted. "What dc
you think I am? 1 ain't runnln' an or
phan asylum. No, sir! I'll keep the

young one α day or so or maybe ι
week, and then Γ11 pack her ofT t< >
Betsy Howes. I ain't so soft as the]
think I am. I'll show 'em!"
Mr. Tlddltt looked thoughtful.
"She's u kind of cute little girl, ain't :
the?" he observed.
Captain Cy's frown vanished, and t

used

to

Transcript.

I

"1 don't know. sir. I heard what you
said when Lonesome ate up tbe steak,
and I thought maybe you hadn't been
for a long time. 1 guess churches are
different in South America."
So they went to church and sat in
the old Whit taker pew. Tbe captain
bad been there once before, when he
first returned to Bayport. but the sermon was more somnolent than edifyexing. and he hadn't repeated tbe
The pair attracted much at-

periment.

Fragments of a conversation heard by Captain Cy as they
emerged into the vestibule had mo! cut ion.

consequences.
"Kind of a pretty child, ain't she?"
commente»! Mrs. El>en Salters. patting
her false front into place under the
mentous

of her

eaves

Suuday bonnet

"Pretty enough In the face." sniffed
Mrs. Tad Simpson, who was wearing

she wanted to. What's this one? She
looks young enough."
The "one" referred to turned out to
be a "coat for child of four." It was
One
therefore scornfully rejected.
after another the different magazines
were examined and the pictures discussed. At length a "costume for miss
of eight years" was pronounced to be

how nice she looks. Them feathers on
her hat must have cost somethln', I bet
When's
you. Howdy do, Licla, dear?
your pa comin' home?"
The nonorable Heman had left town

trip to the south. Alicia
was accompanied by the Atkins housekeeper and. as usual, was garbed regardless of expense.
business

on a

Mrs. Salters smiled sweetly upon the
Atkins belr and then added in a church
whisper: "Don't she look sweet? I
agree with you. Sarah; it is strange
how Captain Whittaker lets his little

niece go. And blm rich!"
"Niece?"
repeated Mrs. Simpson
eagerly. "Who said 'twas his niece?
I beard 'twas a child he'd adopted out
of a home. There's all sorts of queer
I— Oh. good mornln',
Qow do you do?"
grunted an answer to

yarns about

Cap'u Cyrus!
Tbe captain

the effect that he was bearing up
a
rretty well, considering. There was

scowl on bis face and he spoke little
holding Emily by the hand, he led
That evening be
the way home.
dropped in at the perfect boarding
house and begged to know If Mrs.
as,

Bangs had

any "fashion books" around

-1IJ.U

-·

with picof women's duds In 'em," he
"Bos'n
stammered In explanation.
She's great on
likes to look at 'em.
fashion books, Bos'n Is."
Keturah got together a half dozen
"I

mean—er—er—magazines

tures

numbers of the Home Dressmaker and
other periodicals of a similar nature.
The captain took them under his arm
nnd
whispering to Mr. Tid-

departed,
he passed

ditt as
hall:

the latter In

the

"Come up by and by, Ase. I want
Bring Bailey along.
to talk to yon.
If you con do it without startin' divorce

proceeding."

Later, when the trio gathered In the
Whittaker sitting room, Captain Cy
produced the "fashion books" and
Bpoke concerning them.
"You see." he said, "I—I've been
thlnkln' that Bos'n—Emily, that is—
wan't rigged exactly the way she

ought to be.

Have you fellers noticed

it Γ

His friends seemed surprised. Neither was ready with an immediate answer. so the captain went on.
"Course I don't mean she ain't got
canvas enough to cover her spars,"
he explained, "but what she has got
has seen consider'ble weather, and It
seemed to me 'twas pretty nigh time
to haul tier into drydock and refit
That's wliy 1 borrowed these magaI've been lookln'
zines of Ketury.
them over, and there seems to be plenty of rlggln' for small craft The only
thing is 1 don't know whafs the right
for her build.
Bailey, you're a
You ought to know
married man.
women's clothes.
about
tometliln'
What do you think of this, now?"
□e opened one of the magazines and

cut

the picture of a young girl,
with a waspy waist and lilliputien
feet. who. arrayed in flounces and
furbelows, was toddling gingerly down
She carried
a flight of marble steps.
a parasol in one hand, and the other
held the end of a chain to which a

pointed

to

long haired dog

was

attached.

The town clerk and his companion
inspected the young lady with deliberation and Interest
"Well, what do you say?" demanded

Captain Cy.

"1 don't care much for them kind of

dogs," observed Asaph thoughtfully. ;
"Good land! You don't s'pose they
heave the dog in with the clothes for
good measure, do you? Bailey, whafs

your opinion ?"
Mr. Bangs looked wise.
"I should say," be said—••yes. «lr, 1

It was Emily's best gown, the
finest of the new "rig-out" prepared
by Miss Taylor The girl and Captain
Cy gazed ruefully at the rents and
pitch 'status mude by the vine· and

^h.

she screamed.
What shalldo?"
Cy roared In

you?

Captain

^swcr

pine

b'it C
„Ts«.med.

«"«vsrw,
«»·£*
pin£

captain

,l„b aa the

Τ
the last
Her rescuer w
was close upon her
still far away.
onened
And thou the cemetery pate openet

dodged

to

fan £25* «bo"'^»w.
.W.

aground again! Bos'n don't want sjmIt's comln' on winter."
mer clothes.
lie threw the magazine on the floor,
rubbed his forehead and then burst

Into a laugh.
"For goodness sake, don't tell anybody about this business, boys!" he
"I guess I must be havin' an
said.
early spring of second childhood. But
when I beard those women at tL.·
meetln' house goln' on about how

pretty Llela Atkins was got up and
bow mean and shabby Bos'n looked
it made be bile. And, by the big dipper, I will show 'em somethln afore
I get through too! Only dres&in* lit
tie girls Is some off my usual course
Bnlley, does E,etury make her own
duds?"

"Why, no! Course she helps and
stands by for orders, but Effle Taylor
comes and takes the wheel while the
riggln's goln" on. Effle's a dressmaker
and"—
"There! See, Ase? It Is some good
to have a married man aboard, after
all. A dressmaker's what we want.
I'll hunt up Effle tomorrow."

CHAPTER YIIL
ND hunt up a dressmaker the
captain did, with the result
that Miss Taylor came to the
Whittaker place each day dur
ing the following week, and Emily
was, as the captain said, "rigged out
fresh from main truck to keelson." In
this "rigging" Captain Cy and his two
partners—Josiah Dlmick had already
christened the pair "the board of
strategy"—took a marked interest
They were on hand when each new
garment was tried on, and they ap-

proved or criticised

as

seemed to them

best

One Sunday Cyrus took the Bos'n for
long walk. On the horizon the sand
hills of Wellmouth notched the blue
sky. The girl drew a long breath.
"Oh!" she exclaimed. "Isn't this Just
lovely? 1 do like the sea an awful lot"
"Say, Bos'n," he said α few minutes
later, "I've been thlnkin' about you
You've been to school, haven't you?"
"Course I have," was the rather In
dignant answer. "I went two years in
Mamma used to help me
Concord.
nights too. 1 can read almost all the
Don't I help you read
little words.
your paper most every night?"
"Sartin you do! ïes, yes! Well, our
school opeus tomorrer, and I've been
thlnkin' that maybe you'd better go.
There's a new teacher comln', and I
a

«"woman,
Λ pawed

she lowered be,

«"«J®4

the
head and
"Kun for the gate. Utile glrtl! com
I
manded the rescuer.
Wn obeyed.
desnerat·
She made a desperau

2ST

themjj

from ber pine across
space and In another moment was

theo^°ksoart o5 'deadly

"bamed of yourself?

retreat a

gestion.

"1 think that dress could be fixed,"
she said. "If you took It to some one
who knew about such things."
She disappeared amid the grnveyard shrubbery. Captain Cy and Bos'n
slowly followed her. From the pasture the red and white cow sent after

them a broken spirited "moo!"
Bos'n was highly indignant Daring
the homeward walk she sputtered like
a damp firecracker.
"The idea of her talking so to you,
."It
Uncle Cyrus!" she exclaimed.
wasn't your fault at all."

0.

The captain smiled onesldedly.
"I don't know about that, shipmate,"
"I wouldn't wonder if she
he said.
But, say,
was more than half right.
she was all business and no frills,
Elow she did
wasn't she?
Ha. ha!
spunk up to that heifer! Who In the

dickens do you cal'late she Is?"
·······

Such was the captain's introduction
Phoebe Dawes, the new teacher of
"downstairs" at the village school.
who was to become a prominent fucto

»

s«od,

SEP >"^d
Cain Cy reached
'"rhên the
had

tor in Bayport life.

rte question
the scene ο

m

rescuer'a eonrase seeme.
to
her. for rte ran back to tb,
cemeterv even faster than she

dwèrt

Γη, having pursued

and

chast^ed

b,

until the stick was but a splln
tered remnant, reached the ha\en
hind the iron fence he found her so
lng the frightened Bosn, who
cow

full distinctly needs something to enliven It.
This year there were several questions to be talked over and settled at
Bobbing and hystAcal.
town meeting. Two selectmen whose
Emily saw ber "Lucie Cy
terms expired were candidates for reing and rushed Into his arm i.
nicked her up and. holding her with ι election. Lem Myrlck had resigned
not waiting
which testified to the nerve strali , from the school committee,
until spriiiR, as he bad announced that
,
to had been under, stepped forwa.
Then there was the
I be should do.
meet the stranger, whose comlag
usual sentiment In favor of better
been so opportune.
roads and the usual opposition to It;
And she was a stranger. The cap
also there was the ever present hope
tain knew most of Bayport s
3f the government appropriation for
Itants by this time or thought he did
harbor improvement.
but he did not know her. hbe was
Mr. Tldditt was one of the selectemail woman, quietly dressed, and hei
In his
men
whose terms expired.
under α neat black and whit, dual capacity as selectman and town
hat. was brown. The hat was now
felt himself to be a very
clerk
>

Lip

_

ΐ*

Asaph

trifle to one side, and the hair
least bit dlsarranged-an effwt no
all unbecoming. Sh· was tucking u 1
was

Important personage. To elect some
one else In hie place would be, he wai
certain, α calamity which would stagger the township.
There had been much discussion con-

Who
cerning the school committee.
should be chosen to replace Mr. Myrlck on the board was the gravest
question to come before the meeting.
Many names had been proposed at
Simmons' and elsewhere, but some of
those named had refused to run, and
others had not after further consideration seemed the proper persons for
In the absence of Mr. Atthe office.
kins Tad Simpson was our lender in
But Tad so fur
the political arena.
had been mute.

hear she's pretty good."
•'Don't you know?
Why, Mr. Tld
ditt said you was the one that got her
to come here!"
"Yes. Well. Asaph says most everything but his prayers. Still, he ain't
fur off this time. I cal'late I was some

mere»
awnue," ne saia.
some weeks afore town meetln' day.
This Is η serious business. We can't

"Walt

for her bein' voted In. Yet
I don't really know anything about
her.
You see, 1
Well, never mind
What do you think? Want to go?"
Bos'n looked troubled.
"Course 1
"I'd like to." she said.
waiit to learn huw to read the bis
words too. But I like to stay at home

responsible

with you more."
"You do, hey?
Sho, sho! Well, 1
guess I can get along between times.
Georglana's there to keep me straight,
and she'll see to the dust and the

dishes."

The child thought for u moment
"I thliik you're awful good," she
"I like you next to mamma
Bald.
even better than Auntie Oliver."
Bos'n wandered off in search of late
goldenrod. The captain smoked and
meditated. By and by the puffs were
less frequent, and the cigar went out

It fell from his fingers. With his back
against a pine tree Captain Cy dozed

peacefully.

He awoke with a Jump. Something
had awakened him, but he did not
He blinked and gazed
know what
Then be heard α faint
about him.

scream.

"Uncle!" screamed Bos'n. "O-o-o-h!
Dncle Cyrus, help me! Come quick!"
The next moment the captain was
plunging through the scrub of huckle-

berry and bayberry bushes, bumping
Into pines and smashing the branches
aside as he ran in the direction of the
call.
Back of the pine grove waa a big In-

closed pasture nearly a quarter of a
mile long. Its rear boundary was the
iron fence of the cemetery. The other
three aides were marked by rail fences
and a stone wall. As the captain floundered from the grove and vaulted the
rail fence he swore aloud.
"By the big dipper," he groaned,
"It's that cussed helferl I forgot her.
Keep dodgln', Bos'n, girl I I'm com

In,."

The pasture was tenanted by a red
and white cow belonging to 6ylvanus
Cahoon. Whether or not the animal
had during her calfhood days been injured by a woman la not known. Possibly her behavior was due merely to

At any rate, she
Innate depravity.
cherished a mortal hatred toward huWith
man beings of her own sex.
men and boys she was meek enough,
but no person wearing skirts and alone

have no more—I mean no unsuitable
man to All such an Important place as
that The welfare of our posterity,"
ho added, and we all recognized tho
quotation, "depends upon the choice

"BOAT I

σο HOME

that's to be made."
A choice was made, however, on tho
very next day but one after this declaration. Λ candidate nanounced himself. Asaph and Bailey hurried to the
Cy Whlttaker place with the news.
Captain Cy was In the woodshed build-

Γ ORDERED ΤΠΕ LADY

the stray wisps as the captain, witb
Bos'n in his arms, came up.

a doll house for Bos'n.
Mr. Tlddltt was all smiles.
"What do you think, Cy!" he cried.
"The new school committee man's as
good as elected. Lunzo Snow's goln'

ing

"Well, ma'am," puffed Captain Cy"well, ma'am, 1 must say that was
tho slickest, pluckiest thing ever ]
I don't know what
saw anywheres.
would—I—I declare I don't know how

to take It."
The captain laid down his plane.
"You
"Lonzo Suow!" he repeated.

to thank you."
The lady looked at him a moment
before replying. Then she began tc
laugh, a jolly laugh that wus pleasant

Humph! Well, well!"
"Yes, sir!" exclaimed Bailey. "He's

don't say!

forward and says it's his duty to
He"—
"Humph! Ills duty, hey? I wonder
who pointed it out to him?"
"Well, I don't know. But even Tad
He says that he
Simpson's glnd.
knows Heman will be pleased with
that kind of a candidate and so he
won't have to do any more huntln'.
He thinks Lonzo's comln' out by himself this way is a kind of special prov-

come

;o hear.
"Don't try, please." she said chok
Ugly. "It wasn't anything. Oh, mer
Yot
ry mo! I'm nil out of breath.
see, I had been warned about that
cow when I started to walk this after

do so.

So when I saw her chasing
uoon.
your poor little plrl hero I knew right
must
îway what was the matter. It
bave been foolish enough to look at
I'm used to clogs and cats, but 1
I told
haven't had many pet cows.
her to "go home' and to 'scat* and all
Wonder I didn't tell
sorts of things.
And tho way ]
her to lie down!
shook that ridiculous book at he:

idence."

"Yes, yes! I shouldn't wonder. Did
you ever notice how dead sure Tad
and his kind are that Providence is
Seems to me
workln' with 'em?
'twould be more satisfactory If wo
could get a sight of the other partner's
signature to the deed."
"What's the matter with you?" de-

was"—

She laugbed again, and the captain
joined In the laugh, in spite
of the fright they both bad experl
and Bos'n

manded Asaph. "You ain't flndln' fault
with Lonzo, are you? Ain't he a good
man?"
"Good! Sure thing he's good! Nobody can say he isn't and teli the

enced.

book was dry enough tc
frighten almost anything," continued
the lady. "It was one I took from the
table before I left the place where I'm
staying, nnd a duller collection of ser·
Oh, dear—there!
mons I never saw.
"That

truth."
No one could truthfully speak 111 of
He
Alonzo Snow—that was a fact.
lived at the lower end of the village,
was well to do, a leading cranberry
grower and very prominent in the

is my hat any more respectable now?'
"Yes'm. Ifs about on an even keel, 1
But I must tell you
should say.
ma'am, you done simply great and""Seems to me the people who owe
that cow must be a poor set to let hei
make such a nuisance of herself. Did

church. A mild, easy going person was
Hr. Snow, with an almost too keen
fear of doing the wrong thing and
therefore prone to be guided by tho

opinion

of others.
not a politician.
"Then what alls

away from you?"
"Well, you see, ma'am, she ain't
really my daughter. Boe'n here—that'f
and
my nickname for her, ma'am—she
[ were out walkln'. I set down in the
and 1 guess I must have dozed
pour

daughter

run

should say that wu a real stylish rigout Only thing Is that girl is consld- walla.
This
She
er'ble less fleshy than Emily.
Bos'n had forgotten the cow.
smile took Its place.
one looks to me as If she was breakln' had gone from one goldenrod clamp to
"That's so," he chuckled. "She leIn two amidships. Still, I s'pose likely another until ahe had traversed nearly
I don't know's 1
now that's a fact
the duds don't come ready made, so the length of the/field. Then the viever saw a cuter."
they could be let out some to fit cions creature had appeared from beThe girl stayed on at the Whittake
What's the price of a suit like that hind a knoll in the pasture and, head
j
mor
and
to
be
more
and
grew
place
Whit?"
down and bellowing wickedly, bad
a part of it At the end of the secont I
misa of six- ruahed upon her.
for
"'Afternoon
When the captain
gown
week Captain Cy began calling he
"
he read. "Humph! That settles reached the faroff fence the little girl
teen'
"Boe'n."
half waa dodging from one dwarf pine to
"A boe'n's a mighty handy mai ι that first crack. Bos'n alnt but
the next with the cow in pnranlt The
aboard ship," he explained, "am I of sixteen."
In Asaph, "you need
"Anyway,"
put
li
ι
fits
It
here
that
so
pine· were few, and Boa'n waa nearly
handy
you're
first rate. And, besides, it aoanda » ι sooeibln* she coul$ *"*11 ΑΤΒΠΜΠΙ If at the and of bar dofenaoa,

when I woke up she ,
the first thing I knew
gone,
of this scrape was hearln' her hail."
The little woman's manner changed

Her gray eyes flashed Indignantly.
off," she repeated
dozed
"You
"with a little girl In your charge anc
i
in the very next lot to that cow'
Didn't you know the creatnre chased :
women

and

He was

distinctly

of

anybody?"

"Why, Darius Bills, I guess.

know it"

"Um-bum.

You

"Well, I s'pose 'cans· Heman Atkins
"Why, yes; I'd heard of it, bnt"he'd be a good feller to have
thought
;
fault,"
wasn't
Uncle
MIt
Cyrus*
pa
But"—
there.
1
;
"It was mine.
In Bos'n eagerly.
"Yes, and Lonzo's pew In church
went away by myself."
under the Atkins memorial
Beyond shifting her gaze to the chlk 1 Is right
tho lady
mark.

paid

no

attention to this re

"What do you think her mother Ί
say when she sees this drees Γ sb
asked.

I

I1

window. The light from it makes a
kind of halo round his bald head every

Sunday."
"Well, what of it? Heman nor
body else could buy Lonzo Snow."

r

\

no-

Indeed, they couldn't

mittee voted In Phoebe Dawes by Just
two votes to one, and one of the two
Darius was ngalnst
was Lem Myrlck.
ber.
Now, with Tad and his Prov-

Lonzo Snow and
tbo
setttn' behind
normal school
bis
workln'
screen
music bos so's they can hear the tune
—well, Phoebe may stay this term out,
but how about the next?"
In

puttln*

idence

Atkins

Heman

Why,

"Hey?

I don't know."

I hear, this Phoebe
Dawes, for all her pesky down east
stubbornness. Is teachln' pretty well,
nnd. anyhow, she's one little woman
against Tad Simpson and Ileniau Atkins and—and Tad's special brand of
what

"From

a
fair
She deserves
Providence.
shake, and. by the big dipper, she's
goin' to have It! Look here, you two
-how would I look on the school com-

mittee?"
"You?"

repeated

"You?"
"Yes,

the

pair

in concert

I ain't a Solomon for
me.
wisdom, but I cal'Iate I'd be ns near
the top of the barrel as Darius Ellis
and only one or two layers under
I'm a
Eben Sa Iters or Lonzo Snow.
candidate, see?"
"But—but. Whit." gasped the town

elerk, "are you popular enough? Could
you get elected?"
"I don't know, but I can find out
You and Bailey Ί1 vote for me. won't
fou?"
"Course we will, but"—
A
There's two votes.
"All right.
hundred and odd more'll put me in.
Here goes for politics and popularity.
I may be president yet: you can't tell.
And. say. this town meetin' won't be

dull, whichever way the cat Jumps."
This last was a safe prophecy. All
dullness disappeared from Bayport the
moment It became known that Captain Cyrus Whlttaker was "out" for
school

:he

The

committee.

captain

That
very afternoon be called upon three
people—Eben Salters. Joslah Dlmlck

began his electioneering

at once.

and Lemuel Myrlck.
Captain Salters was chairman of

se-

well as chairman of the
He was a bard beaded old
had made money la the
packet service. He had
common sense, independence and considerable Influence in the town. Next
lectmen as
committee.
salt, who
Australian

to

Atkins he

Congressman

was

per-

And, more
leading citizen
than all. he was not of raid, when he
haps

our

thought It necessary, to oppose the
great Ilemnn.
"Well," he said reflectively after
listening to Captain Cy's brief statement of his candidacy, "I cal'Iate I'll
stand in with you. Cy. I ain't got any-

thing against
It.
maybe he's

consnrn
me
can

Lonzo, but—but—well,
that's the trouble;
darned good it makes

maybe
so

Jealous. Anyhow,
for you."

I'll do what I

Joe Dlmlck laughed aloud. He was
iconoclast, seldom went to church
and was entirely lackiug In reverence;
also he really liked the captain.
"Whit, do
"Πο. ho!" he crowed.
nn

realize that you're undcrminln'
this town's constitution? Oh, sartln,
I'm with you. If it's only to see the
fur fly! I do love a scrap."

you

With Lem Myrlck Captain Cy'e polHe gently reminded
was different
that gentleman of the painting contract Intimated that other favors might
be forthcoming and then as a clincher
spoke of Tad Simpson's comment
when Mr. Myrlck voted for Phoebe

Icy

Dawes.

"Of course," ho added. "If you think
a right to boss nil bands

Tad's rot

j

and the ooolc. why, I ain't complalnln',
only If I was α painter doln* a good, i
high class trade and a one boss barberi
tried to dictate to me I shouldn't bowl
down and tell blm to kick easy as he!
Seems to me I'd kick tlrstl
could.
Rut I'm no boss; I

you."

Lemuel

was

mustn't influence

indignant

"No barber runs me.M he declared.
"You stand up for me when that town
hall paintin's to be done, and I'll work
hard for you now, Cap'n Whlttnker.
Louzo Snow's an elder and all ttiat,

but I can't help it. Anyway, his place
was all Used up α year ago, and 1
didn't Ret the Job. Λ feller lias to look
after himself these days."
With these division commanders to

lead their forces into the enemy's
country and with Asaph and Bailey
doing what they could to help. Cai tain
Cy's campaign soon became worthy of
respectful consideration. For awhile
Tad Simpson scoffed at the opposition;
then he begun to work openly for -Mr.
Snow. Later he marshaled his trusted
officers around the pool table In the
back room of the barber shop and «·οηflded to them that It was anybody's
flgbt and that he was worried.
"It's past ueln' a Joke." he said.
NVe'vo got to
"It's mighty serious.
Ileman trusted me
hustle, we have.
In this Job. and If I fall down It'll be
bad for me and for you fellers too. I
wish he was home to run things himself. but he's got business down south
there—some property he owns or somethln'—and says he can't leave. But
mind how-Just get 'em. that's all."
was thoroughly enjoying
The struggle suited blm to

Captain Cy

himself.

perfection. Πο did not, however, forget Bos'n. Ile took the child Into bis
confidence and told her of the dally
gain or loss In votes as If she were bis
She understood a little of
own age.
all this and tried hard to understand
the rest, preaching between times to
Georglanna bow "the bad men are
trying to beat Uncle Cyrus 'cause he
is gooder than they, but they can't,
'cause

everybody loves

him so."

Geor-

glanna had some doubts, bat she kept
them to herself.
***««·(

[to

bz

ooirmrcrxD.]

)

Th· Irony of Fate.
"What is your understanding of the
irony of fate?" asked the bashful

young man.
"Well," the beautiful girl replied, "if
two fellows should fight over me and
t shouldn't get Into the papers I should
think that was about It" —Chicago
Record-IIerald.

And Dartae la on the

committee—why V

girls?"

"Buy him?

But there are some things you get
without buyln'—the measles, for InAnd the one that's catcbln'
stance.
'em don't know he's In danger till tbe
speckles break out Fellers, this com-

yon?" asked Asaph

hotly.
"Why, nothln' maybe, only I'm always suspicious when Tad pats ProvIdence on the back. I generally figure
that I can see through a doughnut
when there's a light behind the hole.
Who Is Lonzo's best friend in this
town? Who does he chum with most

might venture in that field without
pines,
being chased by that cow. What off. Anyhow,
would happen if the pursued one waa
and
was
caught could only be surmised, for so
far no female had permitted herself to
be caught Few would come even ao
near as the other aide of the pasture

CHAPTER IX.
OWN meeting was called for

the 21st of November.
With the summer boarders
gone, the cranberry picking
finished, state election over, school
begun and under way and real winter
not yet upon us Bayport in the late

When the indignant cap

ron from It

spoke

Is the one tbut needs scolding."
They thought she had gone, but she
turned once more to add a final sug-

™®o

or

she

should be gentle with her If I
you." she said. "Her nerves are
Besides. If you'll
pretty well upset.
excuse my saying so. 1 don't think she

Instead of screaming and running, sh.
continued to advance, brandishlng b·
book and repeating her orders that Λ
co*
creature "go home" at once
cbarse

bend

"1

weapon

TJ·

the

were

You needn't growl at me! In ,
not a bit afraid of you!
The "growling·· was the mutteret
bellow with which the cow was won
to terrorize ber feminine vie
d
this victim refused to be terrorueu

away!

At

path.
again.

the

Ordered the lady

advancing toward the
lDg

trees.

"Well, you see," replied the abashed
captain, "the fact la, the ain't got any
mother."
I bog your pardon and hers,
"Oh:
If I were you I
to<^ poor dear Well.
shouldn't go to sleep next time I took
her walking. Good afternoon."
She turned and calmly walked down

çiUlei

lier black siik for the first time since

its third making over. "Pretty enough
that way, I s'pose. Hut, my land, look
at the way she's rigged—old dress,
darned and patched up and all outgrown. If I had Cy Wbittaker's money
I'd be ashamed to have a relation of
mine come to meetln' that way. Even
If her folks was poorer*n Job's off ox
I'd spend a little on my own account
and trust to gettin' It back some time.
I'd have some care for my own self
respect Look at Alicia Atkins. See

"Help!"

whore are

pretty nearly the thing.
"Godfrey scissors!" exclaimed the
admiring Mr. TldditL "That's mighty
swell, ain't It? What's the stuff goes
1
Into that, Cy?"
"
'Material, batiste, trimmed with
beedle» 1
embroidered batiste.' What in time Is
1
batiste?"
"I don't know. Do you, Bailey?"
"» heli
1»
"No, never heard of It Ketury
*
sure.
I'm
like
nothln'
that,
never had
"Don't be seared, dear." rte
Well,
French, I shouldn't wonder.
reassuringly, then to, Λ. m SK* 1
Ketury's down on the French ever
It' Go away, you wicked thing.
sence she read about Napoleon leavin'
his fust wife to take up with another
Does It say any more?"
woman.
"Let's see. 'Makes a beautiful gown
Sumfor eveulng or summer wear.'
mer!
Why. by the big dipper, we're

NUMBER 13.
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The

Quarrelsome.

Polly—I never knew such s quarrel·
as Molly.
some girl
Dolly—1Thafs
right Half the time she isn't on
speaking terms with her own coo·
science.—Philadelphia Ledger.
The

Fair Supposition.
Lady—And is your father work·

ing. my
! s'posc

The Little Mas—
The judge said 'art

little man?

so. mum.

labor.-London Telegraph.

■STABUSOED IMS.

ghe

Grtovd

Heraocrat,

ISSUED TUESDAYS.
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ATVVOOD

A

Kdltor· and
tiBOBO· M.

FORBES,

ProprlaUr·.

A rWOOD.

A. S. ΤΟΛΛΧ».

Tskm* —#1JC a year It paid strictly la advance.
* » ytar.
?lngie copie· 4 oenU.
>therwtse
■

AU legal advertisement·
Αυτ«*τιβκ*κΐΓΓ*.
u· given three consectlve Insertions for tlJO
contract·
per Inch In length of column. Special
made with local, transient and yearly ad verCs—

era.

Jot Paurnse —Sew type, faat presses, electric
low price·
power, experienced iflôrkmen and
bualcombine

»··»»

make «hia department of

to

complete and popular.

oar

S»W ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wh le Hale
The Rain Coat Problem.
To Save Money.
KaM headed Men.
lndlgt-sUou tjoe».
Ha).- Health.
The Doctor's Question.
Wen ring Glasses.
Probate Notice».
? Notice» of Appointment.
duo Apple Tree». $1Λ».
Bank.
< >rB. ers South Paris Saving»
Funeral Pieces.
for
Discharge.
Bankrupt's Petition
New Lise of Groceries, etc.
Mrs. Jane Hopkins' Boy proof Suite.

The Legislature About Done For.
According to present plans, the legislature is to adjourn finally on WednesIt had been thought possible to
day
but it
get through Saturday by rushing,

decided that a little more time bad
be
better be raaen so that work could
looked over and the possibility of slips
was

reduced.

and
Much time has been gained by referring measures to the next legislature
This legislature got the habit in connection with the pauper claims, and has
continued it. The first of the imporerrors

get this disposition
"the
as
known
octot>us"—the bill to charter the Kennebec Dam and Reservoir Co. This bill
made considerable stir at the beginning
of the session, and though it has for a
while dropped out of the public eye in
the j.im of the legislative work, interest
in it has been retained, and was intensified during the last of the session. So
strong was the sentiment against grantthat
ing the rights asked for in the bill
it is said a canvass of the house showed
that only about one-fifth of the members
would vote for it. As it was, it did not
to
come to a roll call, bot was referred
the next legislature practically without
division, though Mr. Pattangall, in movthis action made a speech in defense
was

tant measures to

what

is

generally

ing

of the bill.
The bill establishing a public utilities
commission, which at one time was
thought sure of a passage, also goes to
the next legislature.
Five mills, the same as last year, has
been fixed as the &tate tax rate for the
years 1911 and 1912.
Not only have the pauper claims and
road bille been referred to the next
legislature, but the law which put» the
bas
support of alien paupers on the state
been repealed, thus throwing the support
of this class of paupers back on the
When the bill repealing this
towns.
law was before the house, Mr. Wheeler
advocated referring It to the next legislature as had been done with the claims,
but this was defeated.
In the senate Mr. Stearns advocated
the payment of these pauper claims
which the house had referred to the
next legislature, and on the vote five of
ι the Democrats voted with the Republicans in favor of paying these claims, but
were not enough to carry it.
The office of auditor of state printing

Jthey

been abolished.

as

Another bill that went into the hopper
L®f the next legislature, although It had
ibeen confidently predicted that it would
the departpass, is that to consolidate
ments of sea and shore fisheries and Inland fisheries and game. This was declared by some of the Republicans to be
simply a measure to legislate men ont of
office, and the house, by a vote of 70 to
30, referred it to the next legislature.
Governor Plaisted sent in bis first veto
message ou Thursday, the subject being
the resolve appropriating 915,000 an[ nuallv for two years for the children's
hospital in Portland. He considers the
amonni too large in view of the conditions and the amounts granted other
institutions. It is probable that an apnroDriation of about half the amount
will be made.
Senator Unborn of Somerset at almoat
end of tbe session Introduced a
This
measure which caused a tiurry.
was a resolve submitting an amendment

jtbe

to the constitution authorizing a special
tax on tbe wild lands, not to exceed one
nation each year. As
per cent of the val
with
might be expected, this meets
strenuous opposition.
Tbe Milliken bill, providing for the
apportionment of tbe common school
fund on tbe basis of school attendance,
Instead of dividing it as now partly on
tbe basis of valuation and partly accorddown in
ing to school population, went
defeat Thursday, although it had strong

sopporters.

Governor Plaisted on Friday addressed a joint convention of the two booses,
difficult work
assuring them that tbeir
economy was being well
of

practicing

done.
A pleasant affair on Friday

presentation

to

members of tbe

was

tbe

Speaker Morey by tbe
bouse of a gold watch as

The présentaa token of their esteem.
tion was made by Horsey of Hoalton,
one of tbe prominent Republican mem-

bers.

The «nouai meeting of the first Unirertallst perish will be held in Good
THE DOINQS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Will Hall Tuesday evening, March 28, at
7:30 p. ii. All members are requested
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
to attend.
Forty members of Onward Rebekah
Parts Mill.
Lodge visited Liberty Lodge at Auburn
and enjoyed a most defirst Baptist Church, Bev. β. W. '-HIll.pM· Tuesday evening
Four other lodges
loc
Preaching every Sunday at 10:45 a. *. lightful evening.
Sttn.Uy School at 12. Sabbalh βτβηΐηκ service were present. About 375 people par,1 : au.
Prayer Meeting Thursday éventa» at
took of a sumptuous banquet at 7:30.
; au.
Covenant Meeting
UiewlMVii'!.*yJ
?» Liberty Lodge exemplified the work in
M 2 Λ> τ.
itae 1st Sunday of the month
AU
not otherwise connected are oonitallT lnrlieU.
a very beautiful manner.
The Happy-Go-Lucky Whist Club was
Mr. and Mr·. O. A. Maxim, who have
entertained Thursday evening by Ur.
soent the winter io Newton, Mm·., reMrs. Bert Day. First prizes were
turned horn· on Saturday and opened and
won by Edwin J. Mann and Mrs. Day.
tbeir hocse here.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Barden and daughjarvu M. Thayer hat the lumber on
ter Alice spent Saturday and Sunday
i·
he
to
which
the
house
for
the ground
with Miss Laura Burden at Hebron
build tbi· eeason on hi· farm. The
bouse will bate ·Ιχ room· and bath, all Academy.
Dr. Bradbury of Norway was here
on the ground floor, with a chance to
and Dr. Webber of Lewieton
tioish two chamber· if needed l»ter. Tbnreday
in consultation with Dr. Wheeler
The farm, inetead of being Slmhurst Friday
on the case of Mrs. Frank Andrews of
Farm as heretofore, will now be known
S>uth Woodstock. Mrs. Andrews had
ta Sunnycroft Farm.
the measles followed by pneumonia and
Hiram R. Hubbard continue· to ima serious kidney trouble.
prove in health eothat hi· recovery in·
A email delegation from Ooward ReHiirea the opening of the Hubbard H°us®
visited Mt. Pleasant ReA bekah Lodge
on May tiret as originally planned
bekah Lodge at South Paris Friday evenlong distance telephone will be installed
ing. The cold weather prevented several
in the house.
w
from attending.
Mrs. George M. Atwood and Mrs. K.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence G. Morton and
Grant Harlow went to Dixfleld Saturday
have arrived home. Mrs. Morton
for a visit of » few days to relatives. family
and children have been visiting Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Shaw is In charge at the post
Morton's parents at Haverhill, Mass., for
ο thee during Mrs. Harlow's absence.
several weeks, coming to South Paris
Erneet F. Shaw having purchased tbe
when court opened to remain with Mr.
«tore of Penley Λ Plummer opposite the
Morton during his stay there.
Grand Trunk station at South Paris, will
Mr. Joseph H. Dunham in in very poor
remove with his family in about three
health.
weeks to the rent over the store. The
Mr. Samuel K. Estes, who has been
in
mauy friends of Mr. and Mrs. Shaw
ill and not expected to recover, is
this village regret to lo«e them from very

|

to

expect

a

Democratic legislature

.«

port officiating.

74

was

months.

Dow's birthday.
The recent aoowa and blows make it
look very winteriah.
Thursday, Miss Belle Purington returned from Andover, Mass., where she
apent several weeks with her aister,
Mrs. J. V. Holt.
Scholars returned for tbe spring term
of Gould Academy which opened Tues-

▲ large flock of wild geese passed over
tbis place Sunday afternoon.
The funeral of John P. Record was
held from bis late home Thursday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Pottle officiating. Mr.
Record was 73 years of age and is survived by a widow and three sons and three

always

He hu

daughters.

dent of tbis town.

Frank Berry

been

a

In Canton for a

dining
were

isj

«hVieiteÎ hf.re

of'

mik

whoItth°y
It*.1' ΐΐη
?viD^.a Lhard

?<?

Rev'

EliJSVi
trZ. ·*?
P™1^'

» n?f,re

thnm

.wal1

IladTsee b£

he?é1nBt0h«afl«n
T,eJn
5®»'

Buckfleld,

Friday night.

Eaat Sumner.

Hebron.

Rev. P.

E.

Miller of South

Freeport

guest of S. Robinson and wife on
Saturday night, the ISth inst., and on
Sunday afternoon attended the funeral of
Mrs. Betsey J. Horsey at Buckfleld. Mrs.
Hersey was the widow of the late Henry
B. Hersey of Sumner, who died 11 years
ago, and who was the last of the once

was a

family

was

Lodge

conferred the Initiatory degree

candidates recently.

Herseys living

while the stock is at its

of

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Taylor of Boston
returned to their home Thursday, having
been called here by the Illness and death
of Mrs. Taylor's mother.
Mrs. E. L. Pbinney and son Raymond
went to Lewiston to visit her sister and
will be gone for a week.
Emery DeCoster is having some windows put in his bouse on Elm Street aud
other improvements to his buildings.
Several of our poultry fanciers report
floe lots of chickens out. Pretty severe
weather for tbe little fellows.
Miss Mae Cbafflo is at home from Norway for a two weeks1 vacation.
Fred Record bas been very ill with
pneumonia but is better at this time.
Tbe high school base ball association
gave a dance and supper at the hail Fri-

day night.

Miss Warren of Westbrook is the guest
of her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
Pottle.
▲ team belonging to Cbas. Starbird of
Sumner ran away
Friday afternoon,
smashing the sleds, but doing no serions
damage. Tbe horses ran from the station having been frightened by a special
freight train.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Irish spent Sunday in Rumford with Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Irish
Miss Mabel Lamb went to Salem
Saturday for a visit with friends and will
also visit in Brockton before her return.

and go themselves the day following.
The trustees of the Methodist church
met at the parsonage Tuesday evening
and organized by electing J. M. M iliett,
president, and Ε. M. Atwuud, secretary
and treasurer.
Rev. A. W. Pottle by request will repeat his semi-centennial sermon in BuckHeld Methodist church Sabbath morning,
May 7, and in tbe evening will be In
South Paris where he was ordainedNo
tbe ministry and appointed to his first
charge at Betbel at the conference held
there in 1861.
t
East Waterfon).
William A. Emery has been up from
Portland to see bis mother. Mrs. Ella
Ames is caring for her.
Mrs. J. B. Haskell returned home last

week.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Pride and Mr. and
Mrs. 6. L. Hilton attended the funeral
Tuesday in Norway of Mrs. Martha
Pride's sister, Mrs. Mary Hall. Mrs.
Pride was not well enough to attend.

Hubert York went to Betbel this week
for belongings left there.
Will Brown Injured his back quite
seriously Tuesday while unloading logs
at the mill. The cantdog slipped and
he fell backward, striking on a knot.
Helen Sanderson is visiting at F. C.

Shaw's.

North Waterford.

Lovejoy from Rumford visited
Eugene and family last week.

Mr.
son

insertion and tine tucka, aleevea

Oxford.

The schools began here
Monday,
Karch 20th, after a two week·' vacation.
be
baok to
able
to
is
McNeil
Margaret
| ier school after a long illnees.
Miss Mary Andrews is visiting rela| ives here.
Mr. John Dyer is receiving congratulaiona on the birth of a daughter to hi·
rife.
Miss Crystal Fox of Auburn ia visiting
Mrs. Skillings, on
ier grandmother,
Lllen Hill.

SKIRT of extra

Elbrldge Edwards

has recovered from

lis illness and is able to be in his store
ow.

Mrs. John Elden, who haa been sufferj ig from rheumatic fever, ia recovering.
The Congregational pariah held their
onnal meeting and entertainment Mon· i

load-1,
c

ay evening, March

i.

Sw&ÎîST·
principal,

Tbe little child of Frank Coffin that
sick last week is improving some.
Walter Brown has beetr quite sick but
is able to be out again.
Mrs. Lizzie Jewett is working at D. H.
Lebroke's. Mrs. Lebroke has had tbe
grippe but Is a great deal better.
Ezra Lebroke has finished work af
Stoneham, and he and bis mother, Mrs.
Washburn, will go to tbeir home here
to

live.

Guy Bancroft Is stopping at
lings' at Waterford.

quality,

Iiurill

25c.

PANT (closed)of fine material, baa Deat embroidered ruffle, 50c.
PANT (closed), has 5-inch ruffle edged with pretty pattern in torchon lace,

Welchvllle.
A. L. Chaplin
Wednesday.

was

I

in Lewiatonl··'

in

Prices 75c, 87c aod $1.25.

cbryaantbemum design.

with floral border and

maple

leaf .'enter.

Napkin· to

Trice $l.C*j

Napkic· tc

with fern leaf border and violet center. Price $1 00.
In fleur-de-lis pattern. Price 75c.
with wide aatin atripe, fern and floral design, 70 in. wide.

59c and 69c.

DAMASK, mercerized, patterns that will please you.
DAMASK, linen in variety of dealgns. Price 50c.

Price

Pi ice 60:.

LUNCH CLOTHS

The attainment of

perfect fofm

contour.

Jennie Lawrence is Belling her furniture, potatoes and other thing··
Nellie Sawyer went to Pryeburg Wednesday to get some potatoes.
Mell Allen of Albany has bought tbe
Chas. Lawrence place and is moving on
to it.
Dennis Adams is boarding at East
Stoneham and hauling pine timber from
North Lovell to East Stoneham for H.
M. Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Adams visited
tbeir son Perley in Albany last week.
Mr. Adams is the oldest man in Stoneham. He was eighty-one
years old
March 6:h. He is smart for a man of
his age. He does chores and cat lots of

wood.

John's Letter.
Tour West Bethel correspondent maet
have a pretty extensive library of poetical works and bas a happy faculty of
selecting tbe things that are "pat" and
to the point. We like pointed things if
they don't punch us.
We lately read of a man in an adjoining town who refused |5.00 a barrel for
his Ben Davis apples. Quite likely he

so

that

it

match, 08c.

tional

designs.

formerly 473*0,

now

stock

wltb

Groceries,

Meats, Confectionery,

Etc.

With right prices, good serMr. and Mra. Chu. Holme· of Sebaeo
'isited at Setb Amea' laat week.
vice and courteous treatment
Mra. 8cott Patterson visited her aunt.
I
I solicit a share of your trade.
Sir·. Jane Soule, laat week.
Clayton Amea from Waltbam. Maaa..
Yours truly,
ivaa called home by tbe illneea of hià
1 ather, Setb Amea.
Mlaa Agne· Fuller baa returned borne
F.
rom Hebron.
Margaret and Celeatlne McNeil are atOppodt· Depot. South Pari·.
tending achool at Oxford.

j

EBNEST

SHAW,

very

dainty material,

39c.

Waist Linens

We areahowinga very pretty line of cornet covers, trimmed with neat embroidmust be seen Calendar finish linens, aud lloen crash for waists.
ery and lace Insertions. Printer's ink cannot do them justice, they
to be appreciated. Prices 25c, 50c, 75o and $1.00.
75c.

handkerchief linecs.

Prices 25c,

42lsc,

5u.\ <*t: tad

LINON, a very clever Imitation In a fine cotton round thread fabric. Price !?.·.
INDIAN
HEAD, a fabric that serves many purposes, especially ad»pted to
of
I
lot
A
onea.
little
tbe
for
pretty
An extensive line of dainty underwear
' the
making of outing suits, separate skirts and waists, a very durable material.
robes at 50c.
Price 12}£c and 15c.
Children's Pants with plalo and embroidered ruffler, 15c and 25c.
CHILDREN'S UNDERGARMENTS

Importer's Samples

Job Lot of

Waistings

White

Remnants

and

Mercerised and oorded stripes, satin cheoks formed by double atripea, dotted
muslin·, pin checks and shadow check·, 12J£c.
This lot consists uf quilts, towels, damask, napkins, remnants of craib, a:d
Embroidered stripes in madras, dotted mucins, aatln four line cbecka, Bedbargains that wo were kotendlng to offer ,1η our annual Hod Tan ?*·'·
embroidered
many
and
chiffon
cbecka,
mercerized
ford oords, checked batistes,
stripes,
j which other
we were not able to have becauae of the receot fire, therefore we are tes
15c and 18c.
to purchase this merchandise at Red Tas pricw
aatln
chiffon, dotted mujlins and checks formed by dainty making for you an opportunity

Novelty

striped

and you all koow wbat price eavlnga that means.
REMNANTS of uoOleached crash with blue border, IS

hairline atrlpes, 20c.
A large assortment of walatings at 25c.
Satin

striped marquisettes, 37J»c.

unusually large

and 25c.

A new

ahlpment

A new lot of

REMNANTS of bleached crash, IS In. wide, pure linen, 10c yard.
REMNANTS of 7u in. bleached damaak, pure linen, great variety of | itteroi,

India Linons

and deairable line of India llnona at

of lawna

just

12)£c 15c, 18c,

20c I 59c.

LOT of mercerized

English Long Cloth

Price 49c and 59c a dozeu.

Quilts

able to show you some attractive prices ou quilts. We are
special number at $1.00. Other prices $1.25, >1.38, $1.50, $1.75,' $-.00,

vVe are
showing

15c, 18o, 20c and 25c.

a

uuw

$2.50, $2.98 and $3.00.

Flaxon

Sheets and Pillow Cases

That white material with such a rich lustre that you have read so much about
In the Fashion Books. It is a very pretty material for waists and dresses and
comes in plaio white, meroerized figures, satin aod abadow checks, 20c.

We have a

Laces and Embroideries

SHEETS,
SHEETS,

In this line

trimming bands that blend nicely with our allovers, also a
torcbona, linen laces, Valenciennes and silk laces In all widths, qualities and prices.
A new lot of bamburgs has just arrived. It would be useless to try to describe I
tbem, you must see tbem in order to appreciate tbe beauty of the embroideries.
A large range of prlcea and patterna, all widths. A new lot of Jabota and Dutch
A choice lot of

large

napkins.

arrived.

English Long Clothe,

line of

collars at 15c.

large

atock of abeets aud

pillow

cases

in

staple

numbers

offering you conservative values.
uubleachtd, 81x90, 59c.
unbleached, double bed size, 50c.
unbleached, good quality and full size, 02^0.
bleached, 81x90, 59c.
Α. Α, Α., 81x90, 75c.
we

are

SHEETS,
SHEETS,
SHEETS,
SHEETS, Pequot, 81x90, 87)*c.
CASES, Pequot, 42x36, 25c.
CASES, A. C. Α., 42x30, 15c.
CASES, C. C., 42x36, 12tfe.

DO NOT MISS
THIS SALE

Mail Orders Given

Prompt Attention

NORWAY

six

MKS. JAJN.fcj JtlUirJUJN S

Boy-Proof Clothes

Ν.

best

thing

Dayton

Strong, sturdy

clothes of unbreakable

fabrics, nobby styles and exclusive patReal mannish looking clothes for
the little fellows who have big ideas
about dress. All styles, all sizes and
priced in one size only—very small.
terns.

TWO-PIECE SUITS.
Double breast
Brown and

$5·°°·

coat in several shades of

Gray

Mixtures,

$3.50

to

$5.00.

Clothier and Furnisher,
South Paris, Maine.
31 Market Square,
nones.
The eubecrlber hereby five· notioe that be
duly appointed admtnUtnUor of
the petitr of
lUMA J. PKNDBXTBB, late of Hiram
In kbe County of Oxford, deoeued, and (Ire·
bond· u the Uw directe. AU peraoni baring
lemand· agalnet the eetate of eald deceeaed «re
leelred to preeent the eta· for eettlenent, end
ill Indebted thereto ere reqaeetod to meke
oâraenl Immediately.
JOHN L. BUMXBIM·
MAlcfatlM.mi.

Rolls

New Wall

Papers.

All the best American makes also
some

English and German styles.

Prices reasonable.

Values

good.

5 cts. per Roll up.
Call and

see

them before stock is broken.

to

J. F. Plummer,
-

Bolster to.

5000

;

The Celebrated Mrs. Jane Hopkins Boy-Proof Clothes.

MAINE

sro^i

Steel armors for boys haven't been
invented yet, but, we have the nearest

hae been

Trice $

in. wide.

and 9c.

suits, $4 00

f

a

LINEN, unbleached, for fancy work and waists, 75c.
Wo are now prepared to show you floe waist linens,

Russian Suits in Blue Serge, Gray
and Brown Shades. Very handsome

ο

39c.

WHITE HANDLOOM SILK,

CORSET COVERS

and Provisions.

plete

ctto·

White Wash Goods

New Line of

stock in
trade and good will of Penley
& Plummer, I offer for your
patronage a fresh and com-

Cîrecitn acd

WHITE POPLIN, highly mercerized, 25c.
:'ic.
WUIΓΕ SEL-WEL SILK, a lustrous naah fabric that give· aatisfacti
WHITE SOIESETTE, that popular material that still sustains its Li^L standard of excellence as a wash fabric, 25c.
WHITE VOILE, 27 in. wide, 25c.
WHITE SUESINE, we do not need to enter details concerniag this wub tilt,

quality, trimmed with lace and insertion, 75c.
with plain hematitcbed ruffle, with piu tucka, 50c.
with ruffle of neat embroider}, with pin tucks above ruffle, 50c.
with wide ruffle with clusters of pin tucks, torcboo trimmed, 50c.

with 5-Inch embroidered ruffle, 30c.
with β-lnch ruffle, bottom finished with 1-lncb hematitcbed hem,
row· of pin tucks above, 25c.

snowdrop, floral,

floral and Grecian bands, damask towels in

provide·

PANT of extra

PANT
PANT,
PANT
PANT
PANT

pf|ce

TOWELS

PANT of extra fine material, cut very full with 7-inch ruffle of abeer embroidery, $1.00.
to
PANT of floe muslin edged wltb two rows Valeucienues insertion and edge

An

OiUUGMBIUi

ISABELLE PANT8
perfection in Pants cut in one piece,

LUNCH
LUNCH
LUNCH
LUNCH

Towela are aomething that you will be interested in, and our cboi.e line invitee your earnest attention. We now bave lu stock a'complete line I bti k aid
damask towela at very reasonable prices. Plain buck towels, buck tjael· with

PANT (closed), of good quality cotton with 1-Inch hemstitched hem, 25c.

Mr. Bil-

Having purchased

ftWfiSS

of Cornlsb.

em-

plo tucka, $2.50.
insertion
SKIRT with 18-incb flounce, baa fourteen rowa of Valenciennea
$2.08.
SKIRTS, with embroidered flouoces, $2.08.
SKIRT of fine lawn wltb embroidered flounce, 91.75.
SKIRT with flounce embroidered In dot effect, $1.25.
of Ucel
SKIRT of good quality with 14-incb flounce trimmed wltb three rowa
beaded with

Word to
The Public :

Mr. R C. Harmon died the 16th after
*"■"·'h,Id««■·

edged with

J

I Groceries, Meats

lodge.

Linens

department In the atore that Indien take more interest lo than la
the linen department. We now bave on hand the largest and beet «tock of li0»0,
that we bave ever carried. Too cannot fail to find something that «ill pieUe J9Q
Our damaak, napkins. towela and lunch clothe are worthy of your periooal »ppre.
oiation. For excellence in quality and design, they cannot be surpassed.
There la 00

match.
$1.08.
·1.60.
DAMASK
CHEMISE wltb yoke of abeer embroidery, baa ribbon ablrr atrlng,
match.
CHEMISE, with bamburg yoke, baa ribbon rua beading, $1.25.
$1.00.
DAMASK
CHEMISE with embroidered yoke, wide skirt with hemstitched ruffle,
COMBINATION GARMENTS with embroidered and torchon yukea, specials match.
DAMASK
at 50c, 60c and 80c.
DAMASK
MUSLIN SKIRTS
DAMASK
finiahed with 12-inch flounce of dainty embroidery, I

,?β,nS,β>,.

do™

Taffeta·,

a

Port-1

Vehe?e.dWeeeUP0D
diditê!BridTLn

we

DAMASK
good aaaortment, bamburg and lace trimmed, 50c.
DAMASK with border of leaf dealgn and center a combination of »atin itrip«
LADIES' COMBINATION GARMENT*
of abeer material, and floral pattern. Price il.'25. Napklna to match.
CHEMISE of extra floe quality mualin, with plo tuoked yoke
Valenciennea lace,
DAMASK in holly wreath dealgn, 72 Inches wide. Price $1.00. Xapkio· to
trimmed wltb bamburg iosertiona, ruffle la edged with fine
ROBES in

his

was so

Denmark.
Denmark Lodge, No. 50, I. 0. 0. F
will confer tbe initiatory degree upon'
*ix candidates on Tueaday evening fh» I
last week. Mr. Heald is a well known 28th, and the third on five candidate·.
;uide and camp owner at the Rangeleys
?nd Lodge degree staff of
»
visited Denmark Lodge Tue·
ind in great demand in the hunting and Bridgton
Îishing season. He has some camps on day evening, the Slat, and worked the
:be western shore of Rangeley Lake near
40 brother,
Dqaossuc that are very cosy and com"u ΡΓβ"βηί
a number fmm
from Bridgton, quite
irora
fortable.
Crowe are announcing the advent of Brownfleld. About 85 brother· sat
A
°,et6r β0ΡΡβΓ a,t®r th®
ipring.

West Lovell.

arriving every day. They are tome of the euappie.t
e*er sbowo, In both high neck and long sleeve, aod low owk
bave
itylea
laJ
with the new kimono sleeves, alio
tbo.eof op«D.
ibort sleeve. We bare the walete
We bave them In Batiste·,
work embroidery at very reasonable price».
MmW!,Dm
Chioaa, and all the new material·.
New ablrt walit· are

embroidery, aleevea
ROBB with long aleevea, square cut yoke of openwork
finished wltb embroidered ruffle, 93c.
with high, low
ROBES of floe quality iu bamburg and lace trimmed yokes,
V-sbaped Decks, 11.00.
yoke of bamburg

,

wide, $1.2;

Shirt Waists

$1.00.

ROBE with
broidery, 89o.

desirable

Lansdowne

and sleeves, $1.25.
ROBE of floe mualin, with bambnrg trimmed yoke
of floe lace Inaertlon,
BOBB with abort lace trimmed aleevea, yoke compoaed

and

of

«ilk aod the durability of wool. It W|,j
A fabric that bat the lustre of
to illk.
40 loche·
ike bleached cloth. Many bold It Id preference

tbla department la full to overOar new mualin underwear la now Is itook and
moat exacting from a
wltb dalntj nndergarmeota that will appeal to the

home,0'seel
Τΐ\

Stoneham, Albany,
Louis Phillips has moved with bis
Greenwood, Milton, Mason, Bethel, Han- family to Lake Street, Auburn. Tbey Buckfleld
village. The deceased was
over, and unclassified territory entitled will be greatly missed.
àbout 74 yeare of age.
to one.
Miss Etta Sturtevant, who has been
Winslow J. Heald and wife of Oqnoshere with her brother for some time, iuc were visiting relatives In the vicinity

complete

that you will have large

Muslin Underwear

u®

theïïw«rrPeCt
-pi.

m»>,!""***
""·

1

■ """"•"""•m.,,,,,,,,,,

CLOTII, plain linen with aatin border, only $1.75.
CLOTH with fleur-de-lis border aud dot center, $2.25.
CLOTH with double rose border aod snow drop center, tl Y
(oiuny effect) separated by^ualln bands, 08c.
CLOTH with ribbo 1 border and holly ceuter. #2.75.
LUNCH CLOTH with Grecian border and aatin diagonal atripe cm'er
SHORT SKIRTS
Miss Sallie Warren of Westbrook is
20c. I $2.50.
of good material, with hemstitched ruffle edged with torchon lace,
SKIRT
spending a week with her grandparents.
LUNCH CLOTH of extra tine quality, conventional «atio deaign. 3
SKIRT of fine cotton, wltb 7-inch ruffle, has 1-iacb hemstitched hem, 30c.
Mr. and Mrs. Pottle plan to start their
LUNCH CLOTH, plain border with Grecian vase ceoter, $2 5o.
household goods for Waterville April 4,
PANT8
MUSLIN

dav^hT F'W
Mremoved.
tinn'.Df bjs

^Γβ;

goes to Boulton this week.

so

merchandise to select from

five

knows bis business or ought to know.
We know Ben Davis, and be is the slimmest Davis we ever knew. We are not
infatuated. Every one to his taste. We
once had a personal acquaintance with a
man up country in tbe good old hoppicking days who was offered 11.00 a
pound for bis bops, and be "stuck" for
■9125 and got "stuck" good and bard.
They eventually went into tbe channel
of trade for 10 cents a pound, or thereand al«o obstrucabout. Enough is good as a feast.
nose.
He is now doing as
tions from
Last week H. D. sent to Boston two
well as could be expected.
assortments of Starke—No. 1 selling for
|4 50 and No. 2 for $3.60. There has
Browofleld.
been no kicking at that price. They
J. L. Prink, who has been sick fora were not of
as good quality as in other
number of weeks, is convalescent.
years.
Overproduction and underproRalph Eaton, a student at Westbrook duction necessarily
plays an important
Seminary, is at home suffering with an part in tbe price of things, as well as the
is
some
but
better.
lujured ankle,
use of Action In restraint of trade—boostMr. Sam Warren died last Saturday
on the right and depressing on tbe
and was buried from the bouse. Hie ing
left. That is tbe religion of tbe com,ick with pneumonia.
ie
bination.
lery
Mr·. Reuben Llnscott la very sick with
John P. Record is in a low state of
Her daughter, Blanche
pneumonia.
and bas been a great sufferer,
°°,β' fr°m Arl,0*t0n·la oaring health,
He
more or less, for a number of years.
iorber
is the last of tbe old schoolmates now
i8 a g°0d deal of elok,>®·· is
living on North Hill. We have been
friendly for 70 yeara and more.
A"en, nee Linna Prink, of
John.
land, is still at her old

town*'®

Lovell, Sweden,

height

flowing
for your Ina^ection only the
•tandpolnt of quality and beaatj. We bate aecnred
It will mean»
wblob we are offering at very reaiooable prieee.
short beat of tbe new,
we are ebowing, before porcbaalng

on

I

li^Hi 1·^^·

an

in
Hersey was a most estimable lady whose Christian virtues were
exemplified in her daily life and whose
example is worthy of emulation. Her
married life w»i spent upon the Hersey
farm in Sumner where she was held in
the highest esteem and where, as elsewhere, her sweet memory will be lovingthe economy
In accordance with
There are piles of enow. I don't
ly cherished. She had been a most
°f
worthy member of the Congregational
although policy recently inaugurated by tbe New
and
its
road
Haven
subsidiary lines,
She
" οηβ °row In town last week
church in Sumner over fifty years.
leaves a son and three daughters: Geo.
Toe Browofleld men say it'i awful I forty-eight employee in the Maine Cenhave been
at
tral
Waterville
repair abops
H. Hersey, Mrs. Lou Warren, Mrs. Ben hard times, and of coarae it is if thev
dropped.
E. Gerrieh and Mrs. Alice Taylor. The "J »o. Who la to blame if not men?
latter resides in Boston, the others Id
numerous
Mrs.
town.

I

ψ
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Sale. vNever before was our store so full n«
opportunity to attend our White
is crowded with fresh, clean stock. Rni
desirable merchandise as it is to-day; every department
and
lines
Do not miss

resi-

μ.Γnp

home.
There was a dance here
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day.
great aaviog to yon to eome and aee tbe value·
Thursday evening at 6:15, the men of vtiit this week.
the Congregational society announced
Mrs. S. B. Barlow bas been in Boston yonr apring underwear.
"Supper ready" and the tables in the learning the spring fashions in millinery.
LADIES' MUSLIN ROBES
If some
room were soon filled.
of Odd Fellows has
Nezinscot

...

W. S. Fox and brother Walter are both
sick.
Mrs. Kate Williams has been sick with
a bad cold.
Z. McAllister went to Portland tbe
last of the week to enter the Maine
8ee that tbe watch-fires burn both clear aad General
Bospital for surgical treatment.
bright;
Wendal McAllister was given a birthWe Util are marching on with weary feet.
ITroin earthly shadow· upward to the light.
day party on his eleventh birthday.
"Aad when we see tbe old flag floating np above.
And tbe ohWcorpa badge' greet* our longtng
Locka's Mills.
eye·.
Miss Florence Littlefield, who has been
We'll meet again, and clasp each other's hands
In your eew home, tbe Camp-ground of the working at D. A. Thurston's at Rumford
skies."
Corner, returned to ber borne Sunday.
H E.N κ γ Maxim.
T. M. Bean, who has been very ill
with pneumonia, Is on the gain. His
People rubbing their ears to keep son, John Basa, of Rumford, has b«en
them warn in the middle of the day! helping care for him.
Clifton Swan loat a cow recently.
And Saturday morning thermometers
B. Wilson and wife of Portland were
showed anywhere from »ro to tec below. How's that for the laat week in at Birch-Haven over Sunday.
Several from here attended the auction
March? Laat year more or less ground
was plowed and got ready for planting at A. G. Cushman's at South Bethel
Wednesday.
before the first of April.
C. E. Stowell waa at South Paria Wed·
Old Town also want Democratic In, DêidiT od butine**.
F. B. Howe and W. H. Crockett
the city election last week—bat U was a
■J a oar of potatoes lut weak.
re-electioa.

Mrs. Hersey

years of age and was born in Samner.
She had been In feeble health tor some

gam^

to increase tbe representation of a counThe academy closes to-day, (Thursty so likely to be Republican as Oxford day) for tbe spring vacation.
if a different division of tbe representaTbe athletic exhibition was on Friday
tion can be had. As fixed by the legis- evening of last week and tbe prize speakas
follows
divided
is
the
county
lature,
ing Saturday. First prize, $10; 2d, $5.
for representative·:
Boys, 1st prize won by John Mathews;
one
to
entitled
representa- 2d by Earl Andrews. Girls, 1st prize by
Rumford,
tive.
Misa Brown; 2d by Miss Ellen Glover.
Oxford, Norway and Waterford, enProf. Joy, who has been quite ill with
titled to one representative.
tbe grippe, is now out again.
Hebron, Paris and Woodstock, entitled
The Ladies' Circle met in the church
to one representative.
Tuesday.
Dixfield, neru, Canton, Hartford, SumAn ail day meeting was hold at Grange
ner and Bucktield, entitled to one repre- Hall Wednesday, March 224, and five
sentative.
The dinnew members were taken in.
Hiram, Porter, Denmark, Browntield, ner was followed by exercises: Reading
one
to
entitled
and
Stow,
Fryeburg
by Mrs. Mary Bearce, Miss Gertrude
representative.
George and C. B. George.
Oilead, Riley, Newry, Grafton, Upton,
Miss Gertrude George, who has been
Magalloway, Lincoln, Andover, Byron, visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Carr of CamRoxbury and Mexico, entitled to one bridge and other friends in Massachurepresentative.
setts, has returned borne.

Passed On.
In West Minot, on March 24th, James
Sullivan Davee paused on to tbe higher
life. He served his country faithfully
during three years of the Civil War in
Co. G, 1-th Maine Volunteers. He was
a brave soldier, s
good citizen, a tender
father and true friend.
"Good Night1 old friend, bat ap across the Une·,

«way a little over a week.
The funeral of Mr·. Betsey Hersey
was held from the home of her daughter,
Mra. Β. E. Gerrish on High Street, Sonday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Miller of Free-

drawn thither by curiosity they
were soou assured that tbe men were
masters of the art of cooking a clam
chowder and pastriec, also of preparing
tbe tables and serving in a most creditable manner.
Evidently tbe corpa of
waiters bad been well trained for they
were most attentive to tbe wants of their
guest* and everything was of tbe highOn all sides were beard comest order.
plimente for the men who had well woo
tbe honors accorded to tbem. It was a
most successful aff.tir.
Miss Maud Thurston has been appointed librarian of the Bethel Library. Miss
Andrews who has served m >st acceptably
for the past three years resigned.
The little Beckler girl, who has been
so very ill, is more comfortable.
Rev. Wm. Mann of Weatbrook Is to
gaining.
this community.
Mrs. Eva Swift, Mrs. Minnie Curtis, assist Rev. Wm. Curtis in special Lenten
Mrs. Austin P. Stearns, who was
Clarence E. Stearns and Walter Ricker services at the Congregational church,
operated upon at the Central Maine are
supplying in the telephone central beginning April 2<1.
General Hospital at Lewiston last week,
Invitations are out for tbe golden wedduring the absence of Miss Davis.
is reported recovering nicely.
The rent» on Main Street owned by L. ding reception to be given by Postmaster
The last week in March and snow over
C. Bates and formerly occupied bv the Jarvis Billings and wife Monday evening.
the walls and fences; but the warm
familes of H. H. Ward well and Ε. E.
weather of Sunday and rain of Monday
West Bethel.
Tuell, are being newly painted and
settled it very rapidly.
'The human being chant» of spring
papered. Henry Reed is d'»ing the work.
Anil 'customed toll (loth shirk;
The Misses Lillian and Minnie Tibbets
Peru.
Tbe microbe doesn't stop to sing,
of Portland are the trained nurses at
Hut settles down to work."
now.
is
the
Snow enough
cry
Frank Andrew»'.
March 19, to tbe wife of C. S. Luce, a
Mrs. David Emtm>ns and Mrs. Chris"If an evil thought comes to you,
Knock It out.
tiana Emmons art* very ill.
Lucille Robinson is better at this writIf ol«i Satan trlop to "do" you,
Miss Marion Curtis, w io has been
Knock him out.
•Dg·
If to harm you, one's at.emptlng,
staying in Portland on account of her
Mrs. Sabra Robineon is on the
And
you're feeling like resenting,"
who
is
Solon
receiving
Curtis,
Mrs. J. Ε Conant and daughter, Mrs. father,
Lest you'll have to be repenUng,
treatment at Dr. King's Hospital, arrivKnock It out."
M H Babb, have returned from a weeked home Monday. Mr. Curtis is imWinter weatber with drifting snows.
end visit in Liveruiore Falls and vicinity.
in health and is now able to go
E. A. Packard hae been vifiting hie sis- proving
Ilay is quite plentiful and cheap.
out of doors daily.
The roads are in good condition for
ter, Grace Conant.
Mrs. Abbie Jackson, wife of Fred
Mr. and Mrs G. H. Conaut spent Sun
tbe last week of March.
died from pneumonia at her
Edgerly,
There is still a scarcity of water in
day at her mother's in Dixtield.
home in Greenwood Saturday afternoon.
Ella Curneil called on Mrs. G. H.
shallow well·* and small brooks.
Mrs. Edgerly was the third child in a
week.
last
Mr». G W. Harden has been quite ill
Conant one day
of six children born to the late
tbe past week.
Grace Conant visited Edith Johnson family
Nelson and Emetine Jackson of Green- during
last Tuesday.
M188 Wava Richard«nn of G»rham,
Sbe was forty-four years of age
wood.
X. H., visited W. A. Farwell and family
Q. G. Stimans and family have moved and is survived
by her husband and five last week.
to East Peru iu E. C. Poland's rent.
children,
Archie,
Virgie,
Flora,
Beryl
Francis D. Mille is again attending
D. H. Conant has sold the most of his
and Merton, also two sisters. Mrs. James
stock.
Gould Academy, and for this term is the
Waland
Mrs.
Vernon
Glover
of
Oxford
scholar from this village.
Β Walker McKeen, state lecturer, will
ton of South Paris.
Mrs. Edgerly had only
Cert Brown of Northwest Albany Is
meet with Rockeuieka Grange March 25.
a great sufferer from asthma for
been
M. L. Walker is at work at C. 5>
strips to this station for
several years, but although her frail hauling spool
F. L. Edwards of Bethel Hill.
Luce's.
health had kept her much at home she
return
Mrs. Edwin Kennaugh was in this vilMr. and Mrs. H. R. Robinson
was always interested in the welfare of
last week in search for her husband,
from Augusta this week.
lage
in
the
her friends and was held
highest but did not And him here.
Mildred Walker spent a few days in
knew her.
The
esteem by all who
Rumford Falls last week.
narlan and Robert Dennison of South
have the sympathy of the comParis have been enjoying their school
Emerson Oldbam has moved his family family
devoted
in
loss
a
the
of
very
munity
vacation with their grandparents, Mr.
to Worthley Pond.
wife and mother. The funeral was held
Mrs P. G. Oldham Is gaining slowly.
and Mrs. H. P. Dennison.
from her late home Monday afternoon.
S. A. Getchell and family are coming
No person need suffer of hunger when
The Jolly Twelve Club will have a ball
to speni a week or so at Mr·. H. £·
mealy potatoes can bo bought for twentyat Grange Hall Frida^ evening, March
five cents per bushel, and salt for two
Stilltuan's next Thursday.
31. Music by Shaw's orchestra. Everycents per pound.
Irving Getchell and sister Stella are
invited.
body
Addison S. Bean will be 79 years of
coming from Hebron next Friday.
age on April 13th, and his wife 70 on tbe
Bryant's Pood.
Wilson's Mills.
same day, and it would please tbem to
George L. Cushman was in Poland] receive a shower of post cards from their
Steve Patterson is gaining slowly.
on business connected with the
Friday
friends.
Leslie Hart is toting from Colebrook.
estate of Bavid B. Harding.
Thomas W. Vashaw is building a new
Clinton Bennett has returned to school.
D. A. Cole is in Boston this week and
in
her
home
to
has
Mrs. Michard
barn, and the work from the start is
gone
is staying at the Boston Tavern.
hurried along as fast as possible,
Old Town on a visit.
The spring term of the Bryant's Pond being
it being needed in which to keep the
Harry Lancaster and Frank Lewis uaa High School
will open April 3d.
17th. Roland Ripley
horses be bas been working In the
a dance March
H. Alton Bacon is confined to the
woods during the winter.
furnished an oyster supper.
a
of
the
house
with
severe attack
R»y Linnell is working in the office of measles.
Oreenwood.
the A. R Co.
Mrs. Bessie Walker of Lewieton
Haste thee, winter, haste away;
Far too long has been thy stay ;
visiting at Jerry B. Farrar's.
Byron.
Far too long thy winds have roared,
Frank Cushman came from Gorham,
Dr. S. Taylor is planning to tap 500 to
Snows have beat and rains have poured.
Ν. H., Monday to see his sou Ernest who
TOO tree· the coming seasoc. Be has
This is what they used to sing way
is still very feeble from the effects of
ordered tbe latest improved Grimm
back in the 40's, and although it is
rheumatic fever.
evaporator, new buckets, cans, spouts,
Mrs. Caroline W. Hill returned Wed- spring in the almanac, It is still winter
etc., ban L. A. Dunn, John Hodsdon and
in temperature and appearance, and tbe
from New Bedford.
V. U. Taylor at work erecting his sap nesday
A large portion of our townspeople words can be sung with equal propriety
house and expects to tap as soon as the
New cases are to-day, except that the pouring of tbe
are still on the sick listi
weather ta warm enough for nap to run.
rain has been very light, so much so that
Be intends to make gilt edged syrup. reported every day.
Olive, wife of Frank Andrews, was many people bave been obliged to obtain
Be has been hauling a lot of spruce timreported dangerously ill Friday. She their water by melting snow or hauling
ber to tbe mill to be sawed.
was taken ill with the measles first and it from a distance.
L. Δ. Mason hat finished hauling
The widow Charles Dunham of Went
in a few days pneumonia also developJ.
spruce to tbe siding at East Branch.
recont,y and reported
ed.
bis
bim
with
À. Taylor has been helping
Rev. Dannie Joslin of Norway supplied that she and her daughter, Ada had
team.
five
here last Sabbath for the Baptist church. lived alone all winter, taking care
Joe Albert has nearly finished hauling
cows and a horse, and nearly all their
birch and poplar from J. E. Shaw's
Her
water came from melted enow.
West Sumner.
E. G. Knapp and Fred Ladd with
land.
rua.den a.ster Bessie Mill·, who lives on
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Thaïes of Livertheir teams are helping bim.
has
on
the
been
the homestead near by,
C. A. Mardin has been at work for G. more arc with Mrs. Thaïes' parente, Mr. sick list mnch of the time, thus
and
Mrs.
Freemau
Farrar.
T. Bodsdon with his team.
t necessary to visit her frequently,
Still no water for the mill. The mill
J. E. Shaw is quite lame from tbe efbave bad and are
was
run
a
of
the
day Wednesday,
part
fects of slipping on the ice and wrenchΠ
«me of It. Tbe
but
the
water
soon
failed.
ing and braising his back and side.
widow brought the new. of tbe death of
Miss Ora Field of North Paris visited
The late snow and cold weather is
C) rue Lawrence of Lawrence, Mass He
her
G.
Mrs.
£.
aunt,
Small,
finish
Thursday
want
who
to
to
those
beneficial
the bte
Manasseh
and Friday.
logging.
Sumner and belonged to a
Mrs. H. S. Robertson is ill with the
r
3 ooe of wbom, Mrs.
Albany.
grippe. The other grippe patients are nn.tin
Dustin Ricker, °,is now living. He was a
S. G. Bean saw a fiock of 27 wild recovering.
vereran of the civil war and in the same
In a letter recently
received from
geese one day last week.
company and regiment with my brother
a
village Charles
There has been a fine attendance at the Washington County from
Dunham-Co. I, 5' h Maine.
was
the
it
stated
situated
near
coast,
dances held at tbe town ball.
M. M. Hathaway of Bryant Pond callthat
snow
there
had
been
little
be
very
to
An epidemic of grippe seems
ed on ua recently, bis business being takthere this winter, none until February,
very prevalent.
for
PaPer and oilcloth.
it
and
15
a
rain
storm
took
March
been
heavy
Mrs. A. G. Bean has
assisting
* br°ther of our mail
about
all
off.
ill.
who
been
has
Fernald
h
very
Lydia
carrier
carrier whom he
much resembles. He
Mrs. R. N. Stetson is very low. There
Bertba Andrews and Francis Wardwell
was ou the sick list during a part of last
are two trained nurses caring for her.
have been helping her too.
and we were all
Their daughter, Miss Althea, of Buck- winter,
Sumner.
tield, is with them, and Mrs. Stetson's
ba,,e ^out
led
np,8DOW
A large fiock of wild geese were seen brother, Fred Corbett of Paris.
88 el«"»bere, some of
tbe
ill
Harold
Knowles
of
is
with
Canton
fiying north last Sunday.
which were hollow as in other place· It
the measles at Frank Young's.
The crows are with us again.
wM a phenomenon which seldom hapis
Walter
of
Wheeler
Ν.
Groveton,
II.,
of
sold
a
Newell
0. L.
yearling
pair
and we never saw anything similar
spending a few day** with his parents, pons
steers to B. F. Glover of Bartford.
wirh one or two exceptions.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
A.
B.
Wheeler.
sale
aud
will
a
have
Union Grange
Have read Frank E. Guernsey'· apeecb
Roy Bisbee, who is at work in Milton against Canadian reciprocity,
supper Tuesday afternoon and evening.
and one
Deunis Parlin recently sold a cow to Plantation, made a week end visit to his
thing is certain he knows what be Is talk·
home last week.
Oscar Newel).
* '"°°g """""
Harry Jacobs is building a farm
Mr. Averil and W. A. Palmer of Wilwagon for Thomas Hollis.
ton are in town looking for cattle.
Prank Morgan has been troubled for
Mrs. Abbie Bates, who has spent the
John Redding and Mr. Lewis were In
tonelle· and Wedne·larger part of the winter in the family of
this vicinity buying cows last week.
y he submitted to tbe operation of
has returned
wood Dr. Marston at

Oxford County's Apportionment.
For the next ten years, according to
the apportionment made by this legislature, Oxford County will have in the
legislature of the state one senator and
seven representative*, as for the past
John Libbi's teams are hauling
Our increase in population from Long Mountain to East Sumner.
ten years.
would seem to justify giving us one
L. B. Poland is working for John
more member in one or other of tbe Libbey.
houses, but it would hardly be resson-

able

BeckfMd.
Benj. Spaulding returned from a trip
to Washington Monday,
having been

MM
Sylvanus Mason, the oldest reaident of
Bethel, wae burled from the home of hla
The funeral
•on Sunday, March 19.
services were conduoted bj Re?. C. L.
Banghart, hia pastor. It waa to Mr.
Maaon the Boston Poat "honor cane"
was given.
G. P. Bean is probably tbe
oldest resident In Bethel now.
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. held an Interesting meeting at tbe home of Mrs.
Horace Andrawa in recognition of Neal

West Paris.

THE OXFORD BEAKS.
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MARKET SQUARE.

South Paris,

Dog Collars,
Dog Chains,
My spring
at low

line is in and I

Maine.

-

-

Dog Leads,
Dog Whips.
can

show you

a

nice

price·. No charge lor marking.

N. Favor.
,

•1

Main St,

Norway·

Main·.

asso^tm®0*
M·

\

Miss Isabel C. Morton i*
home iron
Boston for ι few day*'
vacation.

»rtmrd franc**

*DrPhJ
ir«Mrt·
.Joî1i,,
hcoDoœical
Clab
C. W.

five weeks of sle<
«M«tiOD about
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Mr. and Mrs. Monfell Turner
will b<
employed this season on tbe farm of A
X. Cairns.
M re. Lillian Shaw went
Sanday tc 1
Hebron to assume her duties atSturte
vaut Home.
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E. Cole,

principal

Mass., high school, is
spring vacation.
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home for tbe

Mr. and Mrs. Ned Packard of Green
wood attended the Rebekah
meeting
here Friday night
Edwin Rounds and Miss Carrie
Doyle
of Danville have been guests at J. D.
Haynes' for tbe past week.
There will be a missionary entertainat tbe Baptist vestry this
Monday
evening. Admission 10 cents.
ment

Kehear.tai for the Darktown Minstrels
will be at Pythian Hall Monday evening
at 7 o'clock sharp.
Every one please be
present.

Indigestion Goes.

Bartlett will be Sheriff.

NOBWAY.

Th· Bad of tht Court.

The March term of oourt cunt to
close rather sooner than had been an
and sledding.
ticipated taat week, thla being doe prie I Excellent sleighing
C. B. Camming· & Son· have the
ci pally fc> the Indisposition of Count;
ana bemlook at the
Attorney Parker, who found bimse) f largest lot of pine
not is condition to conduct tbe trial ο 11 upper mill for toine year*.
The scholars in the village schools art
criminal cases. For tbia reaaon only 11
vacation before
email amount of the criminal business ο r I onj lying a two weeks1
tbe court wan transacted, those case ■ I :he spring term commencée.
hei
which were for actual trial going over ti > I Mrs. R. L. Powers has occupied
I store in the opera house for sometime
the next term.
I and the Foste&and Hills stores are near·
Criminal business disposed of was:
The three
In tbe case of Mark Steinfeld of Rom I ly ready for The tenants.
attractive.
ford, for keeping and depositing intox I stores are very
of
Oxford
Royml
ieating liquor with intent to sell, th J A special convocation was held at Ma·
Arch Chapter. No. 29,
judgment of tbe lower court was affirm I sonic
Work
evening.
Hall
Wednesday
ed, and a fine of flOO and costs of 16 44 11
I on the Mark degree.
were paid.
The Junior Y. P. C. U. held asocial
In tbe case of Λ. Mont Chase of Wood I
Hall Wednesday
stock for nuisance, fine of $100 and cosb 11 and eale at Concert
I afternoon and evening. The little peoof $25 were paid.
afternoon
Salvatore Dicasimo, Jay L. Gregory I pie enjoyed a very pleasant
music and read·
and Fred Russell, all of Rumford, re I and evening with games,
ceived each a sentence of $100 fine ant lings.
hotel in the two
310 costs and sixty days in jail, or slxtj I Bears Hotel, the only
I
towns, has done a rushing business dur·
ol
of
additional
in
default
days
payment
was obliged to
fine and costs, for keeping and deposit I mg court. The landlord
rooms auy where he could fiud
ing. All three were committed, with I look up
I them in the village for his guest*.
out paying their ânes.
Dr. Bial F. Bradbury will have a new
Andy Peters, who had been flued foi
this season. We una single sale, was also committed foi I auto, an Oakland,
derstand he has it from the Frank H.
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The decialon of the law court, ar
Douoced Friday, la that J. Melvin Bart
lett waa elected sheriff of Oxford Count y
by a plurality of six votes over Bertram I
G. Moindre.
According to the returns aa made b i'
the officers of the towns at the atat β
election in September, Mr. Mclntlre, th β
Democratic candidate, had * plurality c f
9. As ia well known, the matter wee t
into the cuurta through a bill in equit f
brought by Mr. Bartlett, the Kepubli
can

candidate.

Judge Savage, befor β

whom the caae waa heard, gave the d< •
ciaion to Bartlett by three votea. Th β
decision of the full court increases tbl »
to six.
The decision was unanimous.
Mr. Molntire was duly given the certi: '·
ioate of election according to the π '■
turns, and has been aheriff since Jan. 1st
Shake Into Tonr Shoe·
Ailen'e Foot-Rase, the antiseptic powder. It ri
Ueves hot, tired, aching, swollen, sweating fee
and tnakes walking caey. Takes the «ting out c f
Over 30.ΉΧ) testimonial!
corn* and bnnlon*.
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred H. Evans, who
Sentence was asked for by tbe count} I Beck agency.
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The townspeople feel safe and secure
Thta Will Interest Mothers.
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the justice
Feverlshness, Headache, Bad Stomact
Supreme
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ν
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I
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strels," now in preparation under the the basis of which sentence was asked fot I be enforced that the place may have the Olmsted, LeBoy, Ν. Y.
11-1 !
in ibis case, was not intended for sale, but
with Mrs. Λ. Κ Shurtletl auspices of Hamlin Temple, P. S.
its good parts.
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who
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Mrs. A. D. Park entertained the BarI The annual meeting of the Norway
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George H. Seavey of Bethel pleaded I the banking rooms Monday evening,
to their home h
home last Thursday.
About twenty not
have returned
guilty to an indictment charging
In Peru, March 19, to th: wife of C. S. Luce
were present and a delightful time en20th. The following trustees
criminal assault upon a girl of ten years March
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Hon. Alfred S.Kimball,
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were
I
hai
who
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until
Brownlleld, March 13, to the wife of Kalpl 1
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Leonard Whi'.man,
I Herbert F. Andrews, Frank H. Noyé», Lord, a son.
her son in Ayer
Alfred H. Jackson expects to open his May. Seavey is in jail and has been for
..h* w oter with
In
March 20, to the wife of Artli
Welcbvll'e,
L.
Hathaway,
L. Curtis, Charles
I
M. Staples, a daughter.
to her home here earlj store on Market Square on Wednesday some time, and Judge Savage ordered George
I Fred W. Sanborn, Charles F. Kidlon.
In Norway, March 16, to the wife of Walter F
to
to
admitted
be
that
in
case
be
wished
of this week, to old and new customers,
Tubbs, a son.
trustees organized as follows:
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first with a full line of tbe goods which he bail, the bail commissioner
In Norway, March 20, to the wife of Harry Τ
c m Wheeler returned the
President—A. S. Kimball.
I
tbe
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at
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Whlttrldge, a daughter.
of several usually carries.
H. Noyee.
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and other places m
Those who have tablecloths belonging who bad
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before
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can be left at any place of business most
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posed light sentences. The younger,
visited his father, Hiram
The
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The sophomore basket ball team of School for Boys during his minority, unas well as prettiest affairs of widow of Henry B. Hcrsey, aged aluut 74 year*
happiest
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Boston. Mass., March 20, Wlnfleld S. Hutch
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the High School fresbmeu in tbe afternoon. ceived there or became incorrigible,
versalist church and was a big success.
auii Mr- Penley attended
IS to 1? in favor of Edward Little. sentence was to be thirty days in jail. When Steams' Orchestra commenced to years, 7 months, 20 days.
Score
In Boston, Mass., March 16, Mrs. Mary Cur
meetiSk ?«day evening.
The older brother, William, was too old
about eighty couples appeared on rler, formerly of Sweden, aged about 76 years.
Sunday w.is a real spring da?, and to be sent to the school, and in bis case play
members of Hamlin
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the grand march and nearly all danced
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An appeal has also been taken in the
Nichols re· lumber comes into town—and
He mar- tion* to this and one of 100 acres for $700, page
born in Lebanon, Apr. 0, 1825.
ïaàjof ist week. Mrs.
20 "Strout's New Mammoth Farm Catalogue No.
the roads are concerned this apparently first case tried for the term, the damage
ried Vesta A. Shackley of Norway, Sept. 34" just out, copy free, E. A.Strout, Kent's Hill,
3uu there for the present.
of
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till
tbe
July, j suit of Wesley P. Rowe vs. Hill Lumber
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13
25, 1S51. Mrs. Woodsum died in 1900. Maine.
Miss.. But tbe bulk of the teaming is evidently !
fan· E. Abbott of Canton,
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better
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there
done,
This leaves tbe cases
to tbe law court.
Kjhu re at.ves
He is survived by a daughter, Olive A.
summer for ter for it.
ORDER YOUR
heard by tbe jury during the term all in
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Woodsum. He was by trade a carpenter,
at his home in Canton
died
«■•years,
Wescustogo Lodge of Yarmouth will the law court except one, in which there a Republican, a Universalis!, and a memInch l»:h, of stomach trouble.
visit Hamlin Lodge at a special meeting was a disagreement.
ber of Norway Lodge, No. 16, I. Ο Ο. F.
Cir- next Saturday evening.
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I
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suit
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Page,
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Smith nf Γ?ΑΡ- Tuesday morning,
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as the case involved the settleinasmuch
time.
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":mtad hive a social
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a long and
somewhat
mont
of
;
compliHall Tuesday evening, March 28th, will.
of the Good Cheer Society !
>)jth Tar talent turmsnea toe pru- men's supper
cated account, decided to refer it to
be the big supper for the season. Some
in oo- Tuesday of next week. Mrs. Smith is
<
Judge Cornish.
;Tsae i<>r thu entertaiumeut
of the thiugs to eat will be baked beans, ;
the Norway wall known as a tine singer. A. £. Morse
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att s * th tbe supper at
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*
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day, and the court
and
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j PORTER ST.,
tbe enter60UTH PARIS.
On account of the extremely wintry j adjourned finally that day, but when a pies, puddings, cake,
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recent «upper at the conditions, only a few mambere of On- ; longer term was anticipated, some par- tea.
ing· a- a
case
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j
ward Kebekah Lodge of West Pari· ac-1 ties bad been told that the court would :
rjf«iationai church here.
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.
will be well tried and defended and
the cepted tbe invitation to visit Mt. Pleas-1 bo in session on Wednesday. For thie'
the twelve i In the matter of
verdict
rendered
)
by
righteous
indiDjc η the street car between
Kebekah Lodge Friday evening. reason the last session of the court was
ant
tbe
M
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ELLEN
notice
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J In B&nkruptcT
tillages, uue can but
jurors.
11 >wever, tho supper which had been j hold Wednesday
J
Bankrupt.
although
morning,
of
things,
it the appearance
Miss Annie Danforth of West Bridge- (
was
cot
visitors
the
wasted,,
for
Hale. Judge of the I)Iepractically its only business was one water, Mass., is spending her two weeks', T» the Hon. Clarence
railroad ! prepared
.cog d wd across 10 the
trlct Court of the United States for the District
home lodge took divorce
Fiual adjournment
be- its the members of the
hearing.
the
of
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Dan-!
Miss
the
her
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Maine:
with
or
vacation
cutting
people.
!H*e, by
There was a large at-. was made about 11 o'clock.
care of it.
the bridge. There was a pretty good
ELLEN L. Cooper, formerly of Buckfleld,
forth is teaching at West Bridgewater.
and at the
;
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now of Part», In the County of Oxford,
which
the!
from
there,
is
of
0. L. Stone
good pine
suffering
tap
the
was,
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MARITAL
and
evening
|
and
State of Maine, In said District, respectsession,
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.'«taken off this winter, and we mils
effects of falling down a flight of stairs
fully
represents that on the 23th day of June,
divorces
pleasantly spent.
During the term eighteen
1
bankrupt under
Tuesday. He was not seriously injured last nast, he was duly adjudged to
of J. : were grafted, as follows, and in a few
the Act* of Congress relating
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consisting
A
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the
gathering
by
!&· Seneca Club holds its "spring
b&a <iuly eurremicrea all hie property
that
he
wa<
refused:
cases
a
decree
A. Kenney and wife, Philip Mason, wife,
Irene F. Hazen, teacher in the fifth
property, and has fully compilai
•ring' thin Monday evening, being and son James, W. B. Edwards and wife, ( Herman L Bumpus of Oxford from Mabel P.
aii?.rl?,ht"of
grade, is upending her vacation with her J with all the requirements of said Acts and ol
MKained bv Mes lame* Π. A Morton,
of Court touching his bankruptcy.
and
wife, James | Bumpus of Hol'.U. Desertion.
Win field Starbird
sister, Mrs. Geo. W. Soule, in Boston.
iUor,'ers
.'ffziiJ. I as m, Wheeler aud Stanley,
Hasen.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be decreed
Edwin
Vivian,
The annual meeting of the Board of j
Heath, wife, and s,>n
is:
to have a full discharge from all
the
Court
by
KHr*. Morton'·. The programme
Eva May Corrlveau of Norway from Joseph E.
Hester Oldham, Emery Mason,
Management of the Public Library was debts provable against his estate under said
Club. Parker,
of parts unknown. Cruelty.
k-ai. -Sprîn^ juutaUou*.
Corrlveau
called
Ida
Acts,
except such debts as art
officers
Bankruptcy
May,
held Saturday forenoon, and
Mr·. H. A. Morton. I wife, and granddaughter,
w:Uri Mris,
Wright.
excepted by law from such discharge.
Mr·. Wttoo·. at the home of Cbas. Edwards Saturday
were elected as follows:
ISth
this
Dated
Wood
Etliile
from
of
Andover
day of March, A. D. 1911.
Violet A. Wood
Mr». Haskell.
rower»,
to give Mrs. Edwards a surprise
MELLEN L. COOPER, Bankrupt.
Predilent— Eugene F. Smith.
of Rumford. Cruelty.
Mies Walker. night
■"Nl·
W.
Holmes.
was the case.
and
such
Vice-President—George
Foster.
birthday party,
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
Secretary and Treasurer—Wm. F. Jones.
'·■» names >»f those not absent from A pleasant evening was spent in varions
Elsie
Executive Committee—Wm. C. Leavlu, Rev. District or Maine, ss.
Cressey of Paris from Danbl G. Crée·
■Jîburt.Vff primary school during the ways, as they came well laden with good M of Buxton. Cruelty. Custody of minor B. C. Wentwortb, Anson J. Mlllett.
On this Mth day of March, A. D. loll, on read
child to mother.
*»at winter term are:
Purchasing Committee—Wm. F. Jones, M. L.
things in the eating line.
Ing the foregoing petition. It Is—
Gray.
Kimball, Frank Kimball.
I>orls
Hatch.
Ordered by the Court, That a bearing be ha·!
UWC-lfford,
The annual meeting of the tire com·; Charles
Herbert Damon,
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hook
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| Hesole E. Abbott of Norway from Edward L. the
organize the hose companies
armory Friday evening, in charge of crat, a newspaper printed In said District, and
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Kimball & Sou.
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Interest, may appear at the said time and place
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a
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And it Is further ordered by the Court. Thai
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Norway
March
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itors copie· of said petition and this order, ad
Every gentleman
A- J. Stearns.
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•-attends pays seven cents.
"I
Chas W. Bowkeh,
Yeloura B. Brown of Woodstock from Joseph was elected Second Lieutenant.
These stated.
·«admitted free. A nice entertainment
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge
Stanley M WHEKT.EK, Engineers. K. Brown of Reno. Nev. Desertion. Custody of officers-elect will
•eoeen prepared aud refreshments will
go before the board of of the said Court, and tûe seal thereof, at Port
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Chas. H. Howard Co. Sell*
Beet Stomach Preecriptior
on the Money Baok Flan.
Almost everybody knows that sick
headache, nervousness and dizziness, an
caused by a disordered stomach.
Upset stomach and indigestion bappei
just because the fond yoq^eat does no
digest—but lies iu the stomach and fer
meats or turns sour.
Ton can stop fermentation

HATE YOU SETTLED

on Lf

ach distress in five minutea by using
MI-O-NA stomach tablet·, a prescrip
tion that bas done more to cure in
digestion and put the stomach in fini
condition than all the stomach speolal
ists on earth.
A large 50 cent box of MI-O-NA stom
ach tablet· is all you need to get quid
and lasting relief. Chas. H. Howard Co
guarantees them.
Mrs. Altie Etson of 93 Dun Road

Albert O.Jordan of Albany, ward; first account presented for allowance by Austin
Hutchinson, guardian.
James II. Rldlon late of Hiram, deceased;
will and petition for probate thereof and the
as adappointment of Florence M. Sawyer
ministratrix with the will annexed presented
by Florence M. Sawyer, a daughter.
Elson D. Hammon of rarls, ward: first account presented for allowance by Ueorge W.
Rldlon, guardian.
; first
Orrlngton York late of Parle, decea«ed
account presented for allowance by Laforeal
A. York, administrator.
A. J. Knight late of Rumford, deceased; first
account presented for all jwance by F. A. and
C. V. Knight, executors.
Flossie Toung of Oxford, a minor; petition
for order to commit to Home for Feeble-Mlndcd
by Franklin B. Young and Cella L.
oung, parents.
Sidney Douglass of Porter, ward; petition
for license to sell and convey real estate presented by Harry B. Pratt, guardian.
petiOrrlngton York late of Paris, deceased;estate
tion tor license to sell and convey real
presented by Laforest A. York, administrator.

anr

properly digests food that constipatior
disappears. The instructions that come
with every box of MI-O-NA will tell you
how to cure constipation.

Baldheaded Men

A

Scarcer Every Year,

times in one
hundred,
baldness is caused by dandruff germe
which dig down deep into the roots ol
the hair, destroy its vitality and cause
it to fall out.
If you have dandruff, the little invisible, persistent devil· called dandrufl
Destroy them at
germs are at work.
once, or sooner or later they will cause
your hair to fall out and you will be
compelled to take your place in the
b,ild beaded class.
Parisian Sage is guaranteed by Chas.
H. Howard Co. to stop falling hair and
itching scalp and to drive out dandruff
It
and kill the germs, or money back.
is the most delightful hair dressing in
or
Large
the world, not sticky
greasy.
bottle 50 cent·.

Ninety-nine

the estate of
LEVI H. MERRILL late of Hebron,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, ami given
All persons having
bonds an the law directs.
demand* against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, ami
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment Immediately.
WILBUR J. MERRILL.
March -.'lut, 1911.

NOTICE.

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointed executors of the last
will and testament of
ALBERT P. GIVEN late of Hebron,
in the County of Oxford, deceased. All persons
said dehaving demands against the estate of
ceased arc desired to present the same for settleto
are
thereto
requeeted
all
indebted
and
ment,
inike pavment immediately.
EDWARD R. GIVEN.
MARY J. GIVEN.
March J 1st, 1911.

State of Maine.

at the annual election held at «aid Rank
fourth Thursday of March, 1911:
officers

con-

Rexall Orderlies are a positive, pleasand safe remedy for constipation

and bowel disorders in general. We are
certain of their great curative value
that we promise to return the purchaser's
money in every case when they fail to
produce entire satisfaction.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like candy,
they act quietly, and have a soothing,

so

the

tract.
They do not
purge, gripe, cause nausea, flatulence,
excessive looseness, diarrhœa or other
They aro especially
aunoying effect.
good for children, weak persons or old
Sold
folks. Two sizes, 25c. and 10c.
at our store—The Rexall Store.
intestinal

Chae. H. Howard Co.
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Our Stock Reduction Sale which
closed Tuesday Night, March 7th
at

6.15

low
a

prices

same

low

ready

:

sure

of all bills

shop

Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loans
stocks and Bonds,

the purpose

THE

0

2,696,710 00
177,375 39
405,986 14

Balances,
Hills Receivable
Gross Assets,

0

31,855 97

RICHARDS,

0

13,391,129 50

1,884 20

admitted

$3,389,241 SO
Admitted Assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1910.
$ 363,645 «5
Net Unpaid Losses
2,151,661 65
Unearned Premiums,
35,000 00
A11 other Liabilities
400,000 00
Cash Capital,
00
438,944
all
Liabilities,
over
Surplus

112-14

I 3,389,241 30
Surplus
W. J. WHEELER & CO., Agents,
South Paris, Maine.

39

"

"

"

"

75
95
1.25
And all others in the

$1.00

proportion.

Sizes are broken and
to close them.
Yours truly,

we

MAINE.

SUMMER,

SPRING AND

Samples.
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Arrived at Last-

That 25 cent
Initial
we

ordered

so

long ago, but

could not

Stationery
get

on

account of the

great

demand.
It is very nice, all linen and of fine
initial makes it your individual
You

can

Chas.

prices

get it

only

H.

Your

own

stationery.

Howard

Co.,

Drug Store,
Maine.

South Paris,

S. B. 4 Z. S. PRINCE,

quality.

of

The Rexall

I

CASTORIArthrfmtiMdtMdfw.
TkA
Ηινι Atviis
Alviys Biiidit
BiHCht
IlM rild
Uai Y«|
Yii Have

NORWAY, MAINE.

cr

%

BANK

MERRITT WELCH,

same

make these

NATIONAL

Waistings, Kimuer Silks, Soie Foulards.
In fact, it costs you nothing to look at 1000
New Spring Fabrics, at

Black, Half Price.
goods 20 cents.
"

NORWAY

take your order NOW for the Latest
white
and Best styles of Embroidered Swiss in
and Colors, Tissue de Eté, Scotch Plaids, Merc

Let

Reduced Prices on
Winter Underflannels !
Eed and
25 cent
"
50

account to-day Ρ

OF NORWAY,

I Total liabilities and
SOUTH PARIS.

an

1000

Interest and Rents,
All other Assets
Deduct items not

paid.

not start

Why

81,090 00
48,303 00

$

intended,— Agents'

life imposes upon her.

are

11-13

Cash in Office and Bank

that of assisting Nature in the
work which strenuous, present day

you

Bank.

OF PHILADELPHIA, PA.

GLASSES

prices

to
Our Banking by Mail Department brings
of this Strong National
your door the facilities

FOR
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1910.

cut

by check.

at my

Real Estate

Please do not

in.
or

the

can
No matter where you may be, you
always make the exact change when you pay

Paris, Maine, March 11,1911.

Nature has endowed you.

clean

save

Notice.

recognize the value of
preserving a faculty with which

regular prices

good

we must have

but

coming

all

these the

the expense of purchasing Drafts,
Money Orders, Etc., when sending money away.
Your check book stubs constitute a record
and your
of all moneys received and expended,
are
Bank
receipts
the
checks returned to you by
You

Whereas my wife, Annie C. Frye, has left my
bed and board without due provocation, I hereaccount
by warn all persons trusting her on my
as I shall pay no further bills of her contracting.
JAMES C. FBYE.

j

the

at

now

are

are

on

not

TO SAVE MONEY, OPEN
A BANK ACCOUNT.

South Tari·.

11-13

which

They

pair,

every

And

lines.

the sale.

during

bargains,

are

spring goods

regular

our

longer ; and shall

Telephone 11B-B.

GrlnQII Stuart,

Clipping,

and

to carry

quite

this time

MAINE.
Opera House Block, NORWAY,

H. P. MILLETT,

that yon

S.

style

as

care

at

Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

on Church Street.

age nor is it a

were

will remain

We find

satisfied.

extremely

our

get full value for your money.

to

Wearing PROPER GLASSES is a
mark of progression, signifying

they

the shelves with

on

prices

do not

we

forget that when you buy of us

the

for all kinds of Blacksmith

Work and Horse

WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

«for which

went away more than

correct in

I have hired a first-class horse shoer,
aod am

Hundreds took advantage of

success.

goods which

put them back

JOBBING.

CO

serve

great

and

lot of

large

and

the County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the let day of
(>ct., A. D. 1910, the said Thomas N. Sweatt
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the office
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
I'arls, on the 5th day of Apr., A. D. 1911, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, orovo their claims,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, ana
transact such other business as iay properly

fitted by us,

was a

SHOEING

NOTICE.
In the District Court of the United States for
In Bankruptcy.
Maine.
the District of
)
In the matter of
TllOMAS N. SWEATT, S In Bankruptcy.
of Bumford, Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of Thomas X. Sweatt, In

as

NORWAY.

(2 Stores,)

SOUTH PARIS,

Oscar Harrows,
Albert L. Holmes,
John Bennett,
Frank A. Taylor,
Ferd
J.
King,
Alfred H. Jackson,
J. P. Richardson,
G. Fletcher,
Herbert
II.
Crockett,
George
U. Hlnm Heald.
Oiban A. Maxim,
Walter H. Swett.
Silas P. Maxim,
GEORGE M. ATWOOD, Sec'y.
1315

only

Wearing Glasses

Noyes Company,

F. H.

BOARD OF INCORPORATORS
George F. Farnnm,
Wm. O. Frothlngham,
Fred W. Ronney,
Edward W. Penley,
Geo. A. Briggs,
Edwin N. Haskell,
Joseph A. Kenney,
Charles W. Bowker,
Wm. A. Porter,
Walter L. Gray,
Albert D. Park,
George R. Morton.
James G. Ltttlcfleld,
Chas. G. Andrews,
Delbert M. Stewart,
James D. Haynes,
Loren R. Merrill,

N. Dayton Bolster,
J. Hastings Bean,
John F. Plummer,
Wallace Rverson,
Henry D. Hammond,
Albert W. Walker,
William J. Wheeler,
8. Porter Stearns,
James 8. Wright,
George M Atwood,
Hudson Knight,
LcanderM. Hillings,
Franklin Maxim,
Wlnlleld S. Starhlrd,
Alton C. Wheeler,
Arthur E. Forbes,
NeUon G. Elder,
Charles H. Howard,
Hiram Puis!fer,

Λ

hi.'° Î,1' CitihiBB

Clothing and Furnishings.

:

ant

is not a sign of old
stylish fad.

on

N. Dayton Bolster, President,
J. Hastings Rcan, Vice-President.
George M. At wood, Treasurer.
George M. Atwood, Secretary.
TRCSTEE8 :
William J. Wheeler,
N. Dayton Bolster,
John F. Plummer,
•I. Hastings Bean,
8. Porter Stearns,
Albert W. Walker,
Henry D. Hammond,
James S. Wright,
Edward W. Penley.

before health can be restored.

on

them.

see

we
Because of our big clearance sale in February
both
have large utocks of New Merchandise at
Don't buy until you see tbe new
our stores.
of New
thing* we offer at OurSpring Opening

South Paris, Maine, Mar. 24,1911.
In conformity with the provisions of Sec. 17 of
room for our
Chap. 48 of the Revised Statutes, the following
is published as a list of the officers and corpo
rators of the South Paris Savings Ilank, elected

sulted by a patient is, "Are your bowels
regular?" He knows that 98 per cent of
illness is attended with inactivo bowels
and torpid liver, and that this condition
must be removed gently and thoroughly

entire

We want you to

coats, $10 to $iS.

goods,

OXFORD, 88.

12-13

strengthening, healing influence

A Rain Coat is Just the Garment
Needed. Good for dress or every day. Good for rain
Good in April, July, October or January. Any
or shine.
We have a large stock of new rain
t:me or anywhere.

1IU11VC<

Assessors.

when

Cofuhf/u byA.B. Kinchbaum & Ce.

ADDISON K.HERR1CK,.Judge of said Coun.
true copy—Attest :
ALBERT D. PARK. Re*l»t*r.

The subscriber herebv gives notice that be
has been iluly appointe·! administrator of

Much Sickness Due to Bowel
Disorders.
question

more

RAIN

...IMIIMMMHIIIMHMMHM·

NOTICE.

The Doctor's Question.

A doctor's first

than

COATS.

The subscriber hereby gives notice that he
has been duly appointed administrator of the
estate of
EMERY WENTWORTH late of Porter,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against tbo estate of said deceased are
desired to present the fame for settlement, and
all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment lmmedlatelv.
VV. SAWYER.
El
ELLSWORTH
March Slat, 1P11.

1911, and be prepared to make oath to the truth
of the eame
When estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed
hands from any cause, the executor, administrator or other persons Interested, are hereby
warned to give notice of euch change, and In
default of such notice will be held under the law
to pay the tax assessed although such estate has
been wholly distributed and paid over.
Any pereon who neglects to coni'dv with this
notice will be DOOMED to a tax according to
the lawe of the State and be barred of the right
to make application to the Aeeeesore or County
Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes,
unless he offers such list with bl« application and
satisfies them that be was unable to offer It at
the time hereby appointed.

J
J

expensive

and tesWmentof
HARRIET E. WITHAM late of Denmark,
In the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
demands against the estate of said deceased are
for
settlement, and
the
same
desired to present
all Indebted thereto are requested to make pay
ment Immediately.
J. BENNETT PIKE.
March 21st, 1911.

The A seeeeore of the Town of Parle hereby
ftlve notice to all person* Usbl < to taxation In
said town, that they will be In session at the
Aeneesore' Office, South Parle. In said Town, on
Ssturdav, the first itay of April, at nine a. m.
till four p. m for the purpose of receiving Hate
of the polls and estates taxable In said town.
All kucIi pereone are hereby notified to make
and bring to said Aeeeseora true and perfect
Hut* of their polls ami .ill their estates, real nod
ixToonal, not by law exempt from tixatlon,
wer« poettei-sed of, or which they
λ bleb they
held as guardian, cxccutor, administrator,
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of April,

Sickness is

now.

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been duly appointed executor of the last will

ASSESSORS' NOTICE.

FRANK Λ. FARR\R,
CHARLES W. ROWKER,
Parle, Me., March COth, 1911.

to
you may expect
overfind the winter
coat too warm for cornford. Do you dare or
to take
can you afford
chances of wearing no
over-garment ? There
is considerable sickness
now

Çresented

should not forget that when the stomach

)

This is Rain Coat
time of year. Any day

presented

ing druggists everywhere.
People who suffer from constipation

WILLÏAM C.STEARNS,

cause :

therein named.

within two months wan in as good healtl
as ever, and has a good strong stomach
and eats anything «he liken. She attrib
utfw her good health to MI-O-NA.
If you have heartburn, belching ol
κas, heaviness or any stomach trouble
no matter how chronic, try MI O-N4
stomach tablets on money back plan.
Sold by Chas. H. Howard Co. and lead'

Getting

they tee

ft Ά (a Ml 1

•ally T. Llbbjr late of Hiram, deceased; will
and petition for probate thereof presented by
Francis ▲. Fox, the executor therein named.
deSidney D. Swallow late of Bnckfleld,
ceased; will and petition for probate thereof
executrix
the
by Iaabell Swallow,

and «torn

Battle Creek, Mich., used MI-O-NA

BLUE STORES.

JfOTICKI.
of the estate·

Interested in either

ι

·-·

:

j

i

*

of

,,ψττζΓ"

ÙZsAffiZfi&t

Free ! THE LAND OF
Free !
Free !
PUZZLEDOM.
A KING KINEO RANGE.

HOMEMAKERS' COLUMN.
to the ladles
Oomepondeooe on toplo· of Interest
le solicited· Address : Editor Hommlaxms
Oxford Democrat, Booth Part·, Me.

Coluwi,

Recipe·.

HOT CROSS BUSS.
No. 1274.—Acroatie.
Sift Into ft large bowl two pints of
My first is in steeple, but not in infloor, bait λ cupful of sugar, and balf a
spire.
of salt; dissolve a fourth of
My second is in hobble, bat not in teaspoonful
of warm
of butter in a balf
a

$2 Down and S2 a Month
The person bringing the largest number of this ENTIRE
ADVERTISEMENT, cut from the Oxford Democrat, to

HOBBS' VARIETY STORE, Norway,

Thursday, Aug. 3,1911, at 3 p. m.,

will receive a No. 8-20, King Kineo Range, valued at $60.00,
FREE. Ask your friends to begin to save this advertisement
for you.

BANKING.
DO YOU DO
If not have you

good

a

ANY?
Did it

reason?

ever

you that a Bank Account, even though
small one, is the safest means of doing

occur to

it be

a

business?
Your checks are the best

receipts for all bills

paid, and

stolen nor
your money will neither be

lost from

our

Our

vaults.
is measured by

success

prosperity,

therefore

we

depositors*

our

do all in

power to

our

them.

serve

It is worth while to have a Bank Account
with us.

NORWAY

THE

NORWAY,

OF
CAPITAL.

BANK

NATIONAL
MAINE,

S50.000.

SURPLUS S30.000.
UNDIVIDED PROFITS.

S30.000.

PIANOS

I have in stock new and second hand pianos of
which I shall sell from now until after Christmas

AT

a

high grade

of salt pork fine.
delicate brown in tbe bottom of
an iron kettle.
Open a dozen and a balf
large clams or two dozen medium-sized
II.
ones, wash them well and cbop tine. To
In friend'y argument my first;
tbe fried pork add tbe clams aDd about a
My second vulgar Is or worse;
Mv third a bond or bit of dress may be; cupful of their liquor witb water enough
to
me: to
My fourth a negative from you
keep them from burning. Peel and
My lp.st will lead you to avoid for sure cbop floe six medium-.«ized potatoes, one
My whole, a habit bad, 'tis hard to cure. email onion, and two small carrots. Add
these to tbe clams and pork. Open a
III.
oau of tomatoes, chop a little to break
My whole will many eyee delight.
up the pulp, and add to the mixture in
Though overmuch offends the sight;
salt
My two three four may charm the ear, the kettle. Let it boil up and add
and pepper to taste. More water may be
Prolonged, it's tiresome to hear.
Though three four may your palate added as it boils away. This chowder
p'ease.
should be cooked for at least two bourn,
A surfeit makes you ill at ease.
and three would be better. Care must
Your 8i'ns«.s would you spare distress.
be taken to stir it often, so tbat it will
Be moderate and my four excess.
not stick to tbe bottom of tbe kettle.
—Youth's Companion.
Just before serving put a spoonful of
whipped cream in each plate. Serve
No. 1276.—Alphabetical Order.
very hot.
1. What two consecutive letters lndi
CBU8TLESS PIE.
ente a coIIoks degree? 2. What two
abbreviate au andeut date? 3. What
The cruxtloxs pie in rapidly taking the
old-time
two are an cxclamatiou? 4. Whut two place of our
acquaintance,
5. What two abbre which always appeared "with a bottom
are a negation?
a
—often
abthree
top." The
very
soggy—and
viate a province? 0. What
is much more digestible,
7. What two ab cruHtlese pie
breviate weights?
daintier in appearance, and infinitely
brevlate a word much used in city dl easier to serve. Tbechooolate
filling for
rectories? S. What two abbreviate a this pie is made by mixing one-half cupveek?
the
iu
ful of Hour in a little cold milk (to inday
sure smoothness) and stirring into it
Place In a
two cupfuls of bot milk.
No 1277.—Anagram.
double boiler and cook twenty minutes,
UM SAD EVENT, SIR.
While other fol Us wore drowsing
etirring occasionally. Melt over hot
water four tablespoonfuls of grated chocGrave Ju-itlco Owl went mousing
And found some rats carousing beside a olate; add to the chocolate one-half
stack of wheat.
cupful of sugar, one-eighth teaspoonful
His moonlit eyes glowed brightly.
of salt, and one-half teaepoonful of
He swooped and settled lightly.
Beat three eggs with onehie vanilla.
When "click" a trap shut tightly upon
quarter of a cupful of sugar, add tbe
mufflfd feet.
chocolate and stir into the flour and
milk. Cook a few minutes and pour
A rat. renowned for stealing,
Came Impudently squealing:
into pastry shell. This pie should be
"With deepest, tenderest feeling your hon- served very cold with a meringue or
or's plight I see;
whipped cream on top; adding part of
But, most of all, I'm shaken
the sugar to tbe chocolate and tbe reTo think you've saved my bacon.
mainder to tbe eggs will be found a great
Unless I'm much mistaken, that trap was
improvement over tbe old way.
set for me."
It will be found a convenience and
ended.
is
soon
My story
economy when making pastry to make at
How strangely fates are blended!
least two shells and a number of tarts.
The owl. well fed and tended. Is growing
One pound, (one quart) of flour, threedull and fat.
quarters of a pound of shortening, oneA captive proud and stately.
half teaepoonful of salt, and one cupful
He stares or blinks sedately.
The rat was snapped up lately by Tim, of ice water will make two large shells
and one dozen large or two dozen small
the brlndle cat.
But plays a noisy part;
My whole must go from door to door
To find a giving heart

J.

W.
s§Ë

WHEELER.

L. S. BILLINGS

Lumber

£2*

of All Kinds for
Building Purposes.

Shingles,
Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing, etc.
OUR SPECIALTTES-Paroid Roofing,

There

I am the ONLY AGENT here for Paroid Roofing.
are other makes, but Paroid is the best

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Me.
TRADE

Toarold Gaeolene Englue fera new MIANUS.
Liberal allowance.

α D. THONDIKE MACH. CO.,
101?

PORTLAND

ROCKLAND.

AND

For Sale.
Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M. GREELY,

R. F. D. a, South Paris, Me.

PROTECT

Patents

Onions
Copyright· 4c.

Oldeet a«ncy for tecun^ MUntfc
l'atonie lakvn through Muun λ Co. ïioiw
nrtcial notice without chare·, in th·
•ant fr««.

Wiifific JRfmcrkati.

Λ handtoiutlr lllurtrat*! weekly. Lenwet circulation of any «dentine journal. Term·. 13 ·
iwr : four month·. |L Hold brail uwidMlen

la&SKvst:ie.y3^

YOUR
HORSES

From the cold, stormy
days. Good values in

BLANKETS

60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

at

I,0. FROTHINGHAM'S,
South Paris, Maine.

Pulp Wood Wanted.

Fruit Trees.

Shrubbery.

If you Deed fruit trees, shrubbery or
next
or bulbous plant· for
season and do not know where else to
If you need
get tbem come to me.
•brube or plants for any particular situation or purpose and do not know what
I have out* and
to get I can tell you.
photographs of many kinds.

perennial

Delivered at any station on the
ALBERT D. PARK,
Grand Trunk between Berlin and
Maine.
South Paris.
Portland. Also White Ash bolts.
M.
DAY,
J.
Bryant's Pond, Me.
43tf
PARKER'S
HAIR

Men Wanted.

BALSAM

CImbm and bcutiHe· th· hair.
Promot·· a luxuriant (Tuwth.
Never rail· to HMtor· Ο ray
Hair to lta Youthful Color.
Car·· Help diaaam a hair falling.
KIc.aDdll.OUat DnitfiO

Be · Chauffeur or
Autoaobllc Engineer.

to
We nec«l men
Largest Stool* of
train, In three weeks,
to fc)0 weekly.
Kaay
paying
poaltion·
work, «boit hour·. Best Spring positions now.
Five yearn of auc- in
Driving an<l tiarage work
Towel Bars, Soap Holders,
town.
POKTLAND ALTO CO.,
Writ· now.
ce··.
Bath Sea(a, etc.
Special low price on
Portland, Maine.
Olass Shelve· for Christina*.

Bath Room Trimmings

tor

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

L. M. LONGLEY,

A LOW PRICE

Mats, Mirrors
&

—

Mouldings s,;L Wool

High Grade Portrait Work
in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L M. TUFTS,
Nick* St.,

SOUTH PARIS. !

Norway

to close out

ON

Carpets

odd patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Dtnforth

NORWAY.

·

Sts·,

MAINE.

Chop
Fry it a

two

ounces

tarts.

MACARONI ITALIENNE.

Put one large spoonful of lard into λ
skillet and, when bot, add two pounde
of round steak, and brown thoroughly
on both Hides.
Then add a sliced onion,
pepper, salt, and other spices to suit.
When this bas cooked for about half an
hour put in a quarter of a can of tomatoes or an equal quantity of fresh ones.
Add a quarter of an ounce of dried
Italian mushrooms that have been soaked in a cupful of tepid water for half an
hour. Boil slowly and, if necessary, add
boiling water to the broth sufficient to
make about a pint of gravy. Cook about
two hours in all.
Take one pound of
macaroni or spaghetti and put into a
of
kettle
large
boiling salted water and
cook for twenty minutes. Strain well
when done. Spread the macaroni on a
hot platter, pouring over it the gravy
from the meat, and sprinkle well with
grated cheese. This is delicious.

I have the Merrill, Poole, Pease, Norris & Hyde, Briggs and
other make. Also second hand organs from ten to thirtv dollars.
I have some nice trades in pianos and organs which I offer to the
in my
public. 1 have twelve pianos and playerpianos in stock
and we are
ware-rooms in Billings Block, South Paris, Maine,
ready to show them to the public. Send for catalogue.

always

poor little girl who
Will had come home from college
Her name wue
for a few days, and as It was a rainy
Sarah, und her father was dead. She day he called his small sister Into the
lived with her mother In a «mall cot· library.
he
One day as she wan coming
tage.
"Nothing doing today, Bess,"
"Don't you want me to Dlay
home from school she was thinking so eald.
much about something that bad hap- frith you"/"
of the
peued that she took the wrong path "You wouldn't care for any
and never noticed It until she was iu •It still games, like dolls and things,"

Once there

was a

was un usually

pretty.

milk and add to tbe
My third is in waistband, but not Id with tbe yolk· of two
sleeve.
half a yeast cake, dissolved io a little
My fourth is in mending, but not in lukewarm water; balf a grated nutmeg
and tbe well-beaten whites of two eggs;
weave.
the
My fifth is in moonshine, but not Id make into a soft dough. Cover
the middle of α large wood, surround- complained Bess.
dough with a cloth and place in a warm
"No; 1
a moment
light.
ed
the
by big trees and bushes which bore Will thought for
to
rise.
Ια
morning
overnight
My sixth is in shining, but not Id spot
haven't played dolls since my freshtake pieces of dough, tbe size of an egg, fruit or flower».
he said. "I think
bright
add some currants to each, and with a
Sarah felt hungry, so she plucked on man year at college,"
My whole is a very large and impor- little flour mold Into cakes one Inch in
I'm rather too old for that now. But
branche·
lower
the
of
one
from
orange
tant city in England.
thickness; place on a buttered tin, leav- of u tree which stood in front of her. once, when I was sick, I got a lot of
ing space to rise. When double their She sut down und began to peel the comfort out of Just fussing round with
No. 1275.—Charades.
original size, with a sharp knife cut a
I learned to do some exbut—wasn't it queer?—the peel- things, and
cross in tbe ceoter of each, bake an hour ornnjre.
L
least I called them that
in a moderate oven, and when done ings broke off lu hard pieces. At last periments—at
A trouble 'tis to do my first
—and I'll show some of them to you
brush witb a sirup made of sugar and the orange was ull peeled, and Sural:
But many tatters will prevent;
First run nnd get me η sliver
now.
water and roll in sugar.
My second you can never be.
sut down on u great stone near her and
and some string, and I'll
And you were never meant;
tablespoon
net the orange in her lap.
LONG ISLAND CLAM CHOWDEB.
My third Is Insincere, not sound,
how to ring the 'belle of Coteach

No. 1278.—Pictured Worde.

WHOLESALE PRICES.

pint
dry ingredients,
beaten eggs; add

cupful

tire.

What famous French

Some

generul?

No. 1279.—Riddle.
tread upon mo fearfully

And dread to meet me there.
Some ride upon me cheerfully;
I'm made of moss or hair.
And, what Is very strange, I'm put
On my own back, you sec;
Then when you wish to write a friend
You tlnd a use for me.
No. 12S0.—Numerical Enigma.
4-19-23-0-10-8-3 is easily broken. 11

14-22-1-10 is a young person. 2-9-5-7
17-3-19 is a flowering evergreen shrub.
7-2-11-12-20 is an aromatic herb. 24-25
12-23-18-19 is flexible. 21-5-0-10-20-19-13
is a sample. 15-1U-14-8-25-20 is a wild

prauk.

The twenty-six letters form the name
of a well known hymn.

OATMEAL

ROCKS.

of sugar, one-half cupful
of butter, one-half cupful of lard, two
eggs, two cupfuls of oatmeal, two cupfuls of flour, one-half teaspoonful of
cinnamon, one level teaspoonful of baking-powder, one level teaspoonful of
soda, one-half capful of milk—either
sweet or sour—one cupful of chopped
seedless raisins. Put baking powder in
the flour and sift twice.
Dissolve the
soda in a tablespoonful of warm water
and stir in the milk. When the ingredients are well mixed, the consistency is
about as stiff as can be well stirred.
Bake in a large dripping pan, using a
heaping teaspoonful of the mixture for
each cake; drop quite a way apart, to
allow for increase in size. They flatten
out to about the size of ordinary cookies,
only thicker. The oven should be well
heated, and rocks well baked, but not
One

cnpful

hard and crisp.

to

be

a

The

name

misnomer; they

rocks

are not

seems

flinty,

as

one would suppose, but merely moist
No. 1281.—Palindrome.
When young Reynolds, the paintet drop cakes, and are very much liked for
breakfast.
of picture .postal cards, was asked by
a friend if he was painting them fot
A CHAPTER ON COOKIES.
·
pleasure, he replied, "·0; T«N*D *R*
Cookies were a trial to me until I
Χ·Τ·0·."
A* A
visited a friend last summer who had
methods of her own that were a snrpriso.
She had a shallow pan made by a tinRiddle.
smith
to just fit her oven. This was
Read me backward, read me forward.
I am always just the same.
large enough to hold sixteen large cookI am quite familiar to you—
ies and eaved the constant running back
I'm a girl's old fashioned name.
and forth which is such a trial in cooky
Answer.—Anna.
making. For removing the cookies
from the pan she used a pancake turner,
Puzzledom.
to
Key
and in this way she never broke a cooky.
No. 1200.—Homonym: Bated, baited.
And then the different kinds of cookie?!
of
I would often hear her little ones request
No. 1207.—Charade: Crab, sign
a raisin cooky, a maple-sugar cooky, or a
the zodiac.
No. 120S.—Transposition In Riddle: jelly cooky, and one day I asked her bow
she found time to make so many kinds.
Coral, carol.
"It doesn't take any longer," was the
No. 12(>9.—Transformation In Union:
laughing
reply, "come and see." I did
4.
Or-bit.
2. Pulp-it. 3.
1. No-vice.
so, and since that time we have had a
In-fancy. 5. Sea-son. 0. Germ-any. 7. variety of cookies at our house, too. And
He-brew.
this is the way to do It: Use your favorBird Puzzle: Crackle, ite recipe for white cookies. When the
No. 1270.
dough is mixed, divide it into three
klnçlet. plover, sandpiper, goldfinch.
parts, flavoring one with lemon, one
No. 1271. -Riddle: A kiss.
with nutmeg, and one with chooolate.
No. 1272.—Omitted Word: Bill.
with the lemon, roll it thin,
No. 1273.—Curtailings: 1. War m. 2. Beginning
cut with round cutter as usual; sprinkle
Coru-cr. 3. Moth-er.
some with grated cocoanut, rolling It in;
sprinkle others with maple sugar; and
Many sufferers from nasal catarrh say on
some of the thinnest place a lump of
they get splendid results by using an
and cover with another thin cooky
atomizer. For their benefit we prepare jelly
and pinch the edges together. Next roll
Ely's Liquid Cream Balm. Except that the vanilla
and chocolate very thin. Cut
it is liquid it is in all respects like the
two pieces the tame size, laying one on
healing, helpful, pain-allaying Cream
of the other and press with the rollBalm that tbe public has been familiar top
with for years. No cocaine nor other ing-pin. Begin at one end and roll as if
for jelly cake. Cut the roll with a sharp
dangerous drug in it. The soothing knife
and you will have a pretty cooky.
spray is a remedy that relieves at once.
With some of that vanilla dough make
All druggists, 75c., including spraying
fruit
cookies.
Cut thick and press into
tube, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warrcu
the dough finely chopped raisins and
Street, New York.
nuts. With the remainder of the chocoVisitor—I jnst looked in to cheer you late dough you can make some frosted
I cookies. Cot quite thick and while
up a bit, and I'm very glad I did, for
met the doctor going oat, and he says warm cover with Icing made of the
you're worse than you think, and unless white of an egg whipped stiff, confectionyou keep up your spirits, you can't ery sugar and flavoring. Of course, one
will think of many variations, and they
recover.
are much more
Interesting than plain
cookie*.
Do you know that of all the minor ailments colds are by fir tbe most dangerLENTEN FRITTERS.
ous? It is not tbe cold itself that you
Scald two cups of milk over boiling
need to fear, but the aerlous diseases
that it often leads to. Moat of these are water; stir vigorously while gradually
known as germ diseases. Pneumonia sprinkling in a générons half-cup of fine
and consumption are among them. Why corn meal, sifted with half a teaspoonful
not take Chamberlain's Congh Remedy of salt and one-fourth a oup of sugar,
and oure your cold while yon can? For continue to stir until the mixture is
smooth and thick, then oover and let
sale by ail druggists.
cook an hour longer. Beat the yolks of
two eggs; add a little of the mash and
emhi·
waa
Mr. Browne
entertaining
mix thoroughly, then stir Into the rest
dinner.
at
Mr.
Sunday
Manning,
ployer,
of the mnsh with such flavoring aa Is
His little daughter, who had just rea teaspoonful of vanilla for
turned from Sunday Sohool, was ques- desired,
instanee. Turn Into a shallow pan to
tioned a* to the Golden Text and startled
make a sheet not more than half an inch
her hearers by responding: uYe can not
thick, When cold out Into ringa (a
•erre Qod and Manning."
doughnut cutter maybe used); dip the
ringa in flour and fry in deep fat; drain
—

you
the orange split into ten
"
man logne.'
little
a
most
beautiful
and
parts.
When Bessie had brought them to
Sarah
of
it
thought
sat in the middle
the
her brother he took the spoon, tied
be was α prince because he was dressround the lower part of the
thread
ed Just like one. The minute he was
handle and wound the long ends round
free bo looked up at Surah und said In
Bessie's forefingers.
a sweet little voice: "Thank you kind"Now, Just put your fingers tight in
ol
out
me
for
little
letting
girl,
stand off
ly.
your ears." he said. "Then
the
1
am
prince
that horrid orange.
and hit the bowl of the spoon against
of fairies, and you shall be rewarded
the table."
Will you put me down on the grass sc
The little girl did as she was told,
I
can
home?"
that
tro
and her face lighted up with the hapThen Sarah answered: "Yes: I'll pui
piest, most surprised smile. Any ono
I could
you down, because I'm glad
In the room would have* seen only a
help you Rut how did you get in the little girl knocking a spoon with a
orange?"
Jingling-Jangiing noise, but in her ears
"Well," said the prince. "1 was roam- sounded long, glorious peals of silver
ing around here with my court hunt bells, each note different and more
beautiful, she thought.
"Ho you hear It, Will?" she cried.
"Do you hear It too? Oh, Isn't it lovely !"
"No, I can't
lier brother smiled.
hear what you do," he said. "You see.
that's what they call an experiment hi
sound. The sound waves run up from
the bowl of the spoon nil along the
that

At

string into your ears."
For a long while Bessie rang the
bells of Cologne, then Will showed
her how a drop of mercury could be

hundred parts and
yet Join together again in a round
shining drop that ran round and round
the saucer. "Just like a quick little
silver bug." Bessie said.
"I like experiments. Will," snid Bes-

separated into

a

"Don't you know any more?"
"Not any I could do now." said her
"But some time, If you'll
brother.
soak a piece of shoe thread all night
In very, very salt water and then dry
it out, I'll tie a ring to one end of it
and the other end I'll fasten round the
electric fixture. Then I'll light it and
let It burn all the way down, and stil!
8ie.

ν©β
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"I AU TUB PUI.NCE OF ΡΑΙΒΠΒ."

ing, und wnen 1 wus pursuing u hare ι
found myself alone, and an old witct
shut me up iu a big orange because i
wouldn't marry her ugly daughter
And now here is your reward." he said
giving her a small gold ring, wftich immediately became big euuugh for hei
finger. As ae slipped it on her tlngei
he snid: "You can never lose It, for 11
will grow with your finger, and yoi
get it off. it has one
When you want anything Jusi uume II
and how big and the kind, or if yot
want to be In some place just touch
your ring and say what you want."
Then Sarah thanked him. set him
down and watched him run uway
She touched her ring and said. "I
can never

want to be lu front of my door."
hi oue second she found herself in
front of her own door.
When she came Into the house she
told her mother all about what had
happened, and they decided to keep It
Then they had α fine supper
secret
of boiled chicken, mashed potatoes and
other vegetables and gravy und α cake
und
The next day word came tbut the
klut; of the country had lost his crown
while out hunting. He said: "If an.v
lady can find It I will make her queen
If au.v man
or anything she wants.
finds It I will give him a reward of

money, land or any other property."
When Sarnh and her mother heard
of the king's loss Sarah said. "I want
to be right before the crown, and moth
er also."
lu a minute .Sarah and her mother
were In a
large wood, and Sarah's
mother looked on the ground, and there
she saw a beautiful crown made of

diamonds and gold.
"Oh. my gooduess.
Sarah cried.
mother, you're going to bp queen, and
I'll be a princess!"
And Sarah rubbed her ring aud said.
"I want mother and the crown and
myself to be In our kitchen."
Sarah dressed her mother in a white
silk dress and a beautiful light shawl,
and she dressed herself in a white silk
She and her mother got all
dress.
ready and got everything they needed
from the ring. They got a beautiful
carriage lined with red silk and a
driver, who drove to the king's palace.
They had the crown in a beautiful red

box lined with red silk.
When the king received the crown
be said. "Yes. I'll be glad to marry
you." This he said to Sarah's mother,
So
who was exceedingly beautiful.
he and she were married the next day.
8arah and her mother told the king
about the ring, and he said. "I won't
tell."

the ring won't fall."
"Why won't it. Will?" demanded his
sister.

"Well, Just because the salt crystals
are so placed that they are stron;enough to bear the weight even when
the thread Is nothing but ashes. That's
all I can tell you now. You'll have to
wait until you take a course In chemistry and physics before you reallv

understand."
''And when I pet to college I'm goin^r
power
to," said Bessie as she ran back to ring

again

her new found bells of

-Youth's Companion.

Cologne*

WHEN PULLT ItU

THE CHIGKENS

On the lust day of the long vacation
Poll" hud fall.·» off the buck fence and
The doc-tor said
hurt her Unee.

bad*

*Ue would uot he able to walk tor two
weeks. So day after day she watched

the children go by to echool. feeling
rmber sad thoj^be was not with thein.
One afternoon papa carried her up-

stairs from dinner and put her In
mamma's big rocker In the front bay
window. Then ne kissed her and left
her alone with her handful of nuts
that she bad brought away from the

*able«111
She laid them on the window sill
and began picking out the meats. Suddenly her hand struck a peanut, and
away It whirled out of the window
It fell
und down to the sidewalk.
right In front <* a little Italian boy.
_

He grabbed it. his dark eyes all
ashlne: then he looked up to the window and held out the nut.

"No. I don't want it," Polly smiled.

••You can have it"
The ragged cap came off. the curly
head bobbed a bow. and a sweet
"T'ank-a-you" floated up to Polly.
Polly ate her nut* slowly, watching
for more little brown eyed boys, but
none came.
The school bell bad stop
ped ringing. When mamma came In
she told her all about It Then sh«·
asked an eager question, and mamma
said "Yes."
The next afternoon when school was
out Polly was at mamma's window,
and her nuts that she bad saved from
dinner were on the window sill.
Two tiny girls came tirst They were
not well dressed. "They don't look as
If they had nuts for dinner." thought

Polly.

in

latter

Allegheny

Simon Girty,
*d only with horror by the settlers.
to
The Incident In this story relates
W.
the present vicinity of Wheeling,
to

■

all lived in a

said a baker. "Is a kind of bread that
is peculiar to Norway and to some
parts of Germany. In Norway It has
been made for many years, and hero
there are bakeries in which it Is made
for Norwegian patrons who still prefer It wherever they may be.
"In making gristle bread the loaves
when first formed up from the dough
are laid on boards and put through an
extra heated oven In which there Is

baked on them an onter crust or skin,
the gristle. Then the loaves are turned over and put through the oven
again, so that the gristle may be baked

all over them. This quick oven makes
that outer crust on the loaves,
which are then placed In another oven
for their final complete baking.
"Originally in Norway gristle bread
In this
was made of rye flour only.
country there was a demand for a
handsomer and larger loaf, and wheat
flour was mixed with the rye, as has
now to some extent come to be the cusHere the protom In Norway also.
portions now used are about half and

only

half, the result being

weight

a

the opening in the fence toone
ward the shed he discovered thnt
of the herd was missing. After feeding
startand watering the remainder he
search
ed toward the pasture again in
of the missing cow. lie gazed about
the pasture, but no sign of the missing
animal presented itself. Crossing the
he met his old friend. John

"flakes"—
pastry that

as one

l.aakruotej,

COME
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WANTED.

"ent

the wood pile."
"You d'.d?" In surprise.
"Yes."
"We'll have a look at thoie marks,"

effl
muxlu.n

tle
In handling men, hp·! pro.lu.-tne
amount of work. aUo -ume

abtjfiy"

sas

ocrat^tflvln«

said Wetzel.
The hoof marks led directly townrd
♦
At this Instant a low
lie timber.
tinkling was heard from the nearby

Sheathing.
Spruce anil

wood s.
"That's her bell. John." cried Wetzel i:s he started upon a dead run toward the timber, followed by his
As they neared the woods
friend.
they slackened their pace and listened
It
for the tinkling to be repeated.
heard in a cluster of cedars
was

For sale bv

fir.

A. KENNEY,

J.

South Paris.
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KILLthe cough

again
nearby. As they directed their steps
toward the bushes a whoop sounded
from the clump and an Indian sprang
forth.
Grasping his tomahawk, he
John
sliyed at John Rogerson's head.
escaped the missile only by darting

CURE

and

LUNGS

THE

Dr. King's
New Discovery
WITH

quickly

aside.
The lads now turned and started
cabin.
upon a run for life toward /he
Another Indian stepped from the bush
after the two
es, and the two bounded
As the lads bounded on their
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boys.

fears lent them speed.

"Help! Help!" yelled Wetzel as they
neared the house. The Indians heard
their cries, and they sent forth anothel
Young Wetzel's father apwhoop.
peared with a long barreled rltle aud

Stove Wood and
Coal.
A. W. WALKER & SON,

NEW YORK, Ν. Y.

fired at the foremost Indian. With a
a
yell of pain the red man clapped
hand to his shoulder and pitched headlong to the ground. The other Indian
woundnow halted, and. [ticking up his
ed comrade, he rushed with him within the safety of the forest, and was
not heard of again. In the early morncow was
ing of the following day the
found in the pasture and the lads were
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Later In the day John Rogerson
returned to his home rejoicing over his

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31, im
·
Net Unpaid Losses
«· ''
Unearned Premium·,
4"·
Liabilities,
other
All

Smart Dogs.
owued a greyhound and a
and. being fond of hunting,
the pointer was accustomed to tiud
the hares and the greyhound to catch
When the season was over It
them.
was found that the dugs were In the
habit of going out by themselves and
killing hares for their own amuseTo prevent this a large Iron
ment.

Cash

Capital

Surplus

mati

over

«-

™

^
Vîïï'iÎi 'wM

all Llabllltlee

"Is It one of the maids™

People's Water Company.

—

fastened to the pointer's neck
leather collar and hung down to
prevent the dog running or jumping
The animals,
over fences and dikes.
however, continued to stroll out to the
flelds together, uud oue day the gentleman. suspecting that all was uot
right, resolved to watch them and. to
his surprise, found that the moment
when they thought they were unobserved the greyhound took up the Iron

only
Seattle,

the

_

Grand

Prize,

why..

Mq£ORge

^

I t

PARIS

COMPANY.

TRUST

rlug in his mouth, and. carrying it
they set off to the hills and began to

Come In

search of hares, as usual. They were
followed, and it was observed that
whenever the pointer scented the hare
the ring was dropped and the greyhound stood ready to pounce upon
poor rabbit the moment the other
drove her from her lair, but that he
uniformly returned to assist his companion after he had caught bis prey.

and Qet Acquainted With Us.
Some time you will want some money, if you
You may want to buy a
do not need any now.
house, a farm, go into business, or make some
temporary loan and want the money at once.
At such a time, it is a good thing to be well
acquainted at the bank.

The Whit· World.
The world Is very atrange and white—It's
beautiful to see—
With «now upon the neighbor's house and

A man's character and

upon the tree.
and slender bush with snow
quite to the wound Is bent.
And underneath, perhaps. Is formed α
cozy little tent.
The garden fence has woolly Unes of snow
upon each rail.
There's snow upon the milkman's cap and
on his big tin pall.
She
Here's pussy coming from the barn
lifts her feet so high!
Ο pussy, hurry In to us. for wo are warm
snow

influence with

tall

and
that

a

large

account,

Your

and dry!

are

habits have

personal

a

board of bank directors, and to be
known is as good as money to you.

w

a

favorably
depositors

Our

White cushion· on the arbor seat, a drift
beneath the herixc;
White flakes float by the window panu
and fall upon the ledge.
The snow la beautiful to watch while
mother £ws her aeam
And on the walls behind us la the plean
ant firelight gleam.

old British vestal quite np In the peerage, being told that I was from Ken"Now that you are famous. Mr. Rim tucky, exclaimed with something that
bordered on epthustasm; "Quite exrr, we propose to place a tablet on your
traordinary, yon know; why, that la
former home."
where that Mrs.—dear, dear—Twiggs of
"Well 7"
the Garden Snatch, came from, Isn't It?"
"What would you wish us to say Γ
"You might say that I was ejected
When yon bave rheumatism In yonr
for nonpayment of rent" replied the foot or
Chamberlain's UniInstep
somewhat embittered bard.—Washing- ment and you apply
will get qulek relief. It
oosta but a quarter. Why suffer? For
ton Herald.
•ale by all druggists.
|
Grim Reeeileetlons.

hold

1909,
ANNUAL MEETING.
Notice Is hereby given that the annual meeting
elcctloB
the
for
of the l'« ople'e Water Company,
Come in and we
and any othei
of offlcere for the ensuing year
said meetbusiness that -nay legallv come before
of the Treasurer: In
will show you
ing. will be htld at the olllce
at ύνί
south Paris, on Saturday, April Ut, 1MI,
o'clock P.
South Pari». *<·
M. A WOOD, Treuurer.
T. M. DAVIS. Agent,
12-13
South Paris. Maine, March 14,1911.
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Separators

the World's Record for
closest skimming. Won

C«>., Agent*.
South l'art», Maine.
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u

Henry Watterson, the dean of the
newspaper profession,
writing from
England, tells of the following Inoldent:
are
still
'Mrs.
"Tbey
Wlggs of
playing
the Cabbage Patch1 to crowded bouses,
and It was only the other evening that an
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U< person. "Ilello. John !" cried Wetzel.
"Seen any siirn of our <ow—1 mean
the t<nc with the bell around Its neck?"
replied John, "but I did see
h tof marks In the ground up there new

Hemingway.

trustee, examine the bankrupt, amiappulut
trama
iU(',h other buslnean as
proi^r.y come 'afore «al'l meeting.
South 1'arla, Mar 11,1911.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Refer·*· In

Flour

pasture,

customers,

Chari.es A.

Baokrcptej,
WooJw%ri,

rilUamTell

through

new

In the matter of
)
Ueokdk H. Woodward,
> In
of Hebron, Bankrupt. 1
To the creditor* of Ueor« H.
u
the County of Oxford ami district
afore»*M
Notice la hereby (tlven that on tne
llth
o<
i»y
Mar., A. D. 1911. the said Georne H.
was 'luly adjudicated
bankrupt, ami thai their*
meeting of his creditors will lte held at the
oH«
of the Referee. No. n Market s<4n»re,
South Psri»,
on the 2!Hh 'lay of Mar., A. D.
1911, at 1<> o'clock
In the forenoon, at which tlm« the «al l
erf wvm
may attend, prove their claims,

—bread that makes
eating a pleasure-

Flour
1
la baking failure.
J It is economical, too—makes I
the sack than^
J more bread to
■
■most flours.
takes carel
■A sack in your pantry
■of every baking need.

pasture. Leaping
fence, he proceeded to get the scattered
As he drove them
cattle together.

That

the

NOTICE.
In ihe District Court of the United
Sue* tor Uk
District of Maine. In
Bankruptcy.

J Tell

as

not treating it properly.
There is no
bits aud smiling over their shoulders
reason why a cold should bang on for
to Polly at the window.
weeks and It will not if you take ChamTh3 next afternoon mamma p.dded a berlain's
Cough Remedy. For sale by I
gene roux handful of nuts to Polly'» all dealer·.
own. and again the fun wont on.
Mamma enjoyed it almost as much as
Being unable to And a seat on the
Polly and the children, and a*, nlgbt, overcrowded train, a large woman went I
when pupu heard all about it, he «aid ioto the smoking oar and sat down by [
the door.
he wished he could be there to see
The man next to her, absorbed in his
feed
the
chickens.
Polly
newspaper, kept on smoking,
The nut tossing was kept up until
"I was foolish enough to suppose,"
Polly was able to go to school herself, said she, glowering at him, "that some
and even after the weather grew too of the men In here, at least, were gentlecold for opeu windows raamna saw men."
"Pardon me, madam," he answered,
the little children cast longing glances
her a olgar.
up to where Polly had sat to "feed her politely offering
chickens."
The most common cause of Insomnia
Is disorders of the stomaob. Chamber8«rlout.
"Mrs* Brown! Mrs. Brown 1 Come lain's Stomach and Liver Tablets correct these disorders and enable you to
Mnster George was fcwlln

"No. ma'am; it's the cook."
"The cook? Mercy! I can never for
Cleveland Plain
give him. never!"
bigger loaf of Dealer.

of all rye.
"Gristle bread costs more than ordinary bread because of the greater
time and labor required in making it"
—New York' Sun.
the same

ntf

/depend on the flour
them.
/that goes intoWilliam
/ Wise cooksandusenever have

he arose
and
from his sent near the entrance
the
started upon a brisk walk toward
the low three railed

by

old ar.d

Cake

"Wetzel, my son, Is It not time
said
bring the cattle in from pasture?'
father as he stood
young Wetzel's
within the cabin doorway and puffed
leisurely upon bis long stemmed clay

ring

Mfg. Co, Shop
at

Paris, I am now
place prepared to do

and job Work,
Work
a
Heavy
Specialty,
work
done for both
Satisfactory

Light

was
Bldered the west and the country
The Indians
not densely populated.
name of
were always feared, and the
their leader, was receiv

A

Millett

Shoeing

command
where Washington was lu
of the
The portion of the country west
mountains was In 1777 con

pipe.
"Yes," replied Wetzel

moved from the

Cummirjgs
South

the west
Indians were numerous In

Va.

t^e

•hop to

palace and had
Two English walnuts fell at their
whatever they wished. The king liked feet
—Youth'· Companion.
and rolled down the walk. They
Sarnh. and one day he brought her a
sprang for them and then looked up.
Sometimes Sarah
■now white pony.
The Influence of the Tree·.
Polly smiled and nodded and tossed
went to visit the prince of fairies, and them
When we plant a tree we are doing
some peanuts.
after.
forever
they all lived happy
what we can to make our planet :i
Three little boys appeared and then
a group of little girls.
Polly threw more wholesome nnd happier dwelling
Pythian Block,
down nuts a· long as they lasted.
place for those who come after us. If
GRISTLE BREAD.
for ourselves.—Oliver Wendell SOUTH PARIS, me.
not
The children laughed and syuealed
and shouted, darting this way a-id that
Holmes.
A Favorite In Norway and In Part· of
to catch the nuts. Finally when they
Germany.
If you bave trouble in getting rid of
saw that no more were coming thev
"What is gristle bread? Why, that," walked
cold you may know that you are
slowly away, eating tbeir tid- your

They

Jobs W. Slokelsmitb. Greensboro, Pa.,
Somewhat Different
on soft pnper, sprinkle with powdered
baa three children, ana like moat chil"My name." said the great tragedian,
and serve at once.
sugar
cold.
"We
take
dren they frequently
"bas adorned many billboards."
have tried several kinds of cough medi"And mine," rejoined the low comehats include all the mobfound
never
bave
girls1
"but
be
Young
cine,M
says,
as cap shape·, nil the wide-brimmed hats, dian, "has adorned many board bill·."
much
aa
them
that
did
good
any ye^
Chamberlain'· Cough Remedy." For all the brlmleaa one·, and those that are -Chicago New·.
I mere masses of croihtd satin straw.
aale bj all deal era,

J

BlacksmithingT
Having

BOrS ESCAPE
THE RING OF
HOW BESSIE
TWO INDIANS.
MAGIC POWER. RUNG CHIMES.

South Paris.

All Winter Hats reduced to

Cost Price.
Am also closing out my line
of Heavy Boys' Hose a
very reasonable prices.
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Millinery
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